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AbstractMany applications of computing, such as those in medicine and the control ofmanufacturing and power plants, utilize sensors to obtain information. Unfortu-nately, sensors are prone to failures. Even with the most sophisticated instru-ments and control systems, a decision based on faulty data could lead to disaster.This thesis develops a new approach to sensor validation. The thesis proposes alayered approach to the use of sensor information where the lowest layer validatessensors and provides information to the higher layers that model the process. Theapproach begins with a Bayesian network that de�nes the dependencies betweenthe sensors in the process. Probabilistic propagation is used to estimate the valueof a sensor based on its related sensors. If this estimated value di�ers from theactual value, then a potential fault is detected. The fault is only potential sinceit may be that the estimated value was based on a faulty reading. This processcan be repeated for all the sensors resulting in a set of potentially faulty sensors.The real faults are isolated from the apparent ones by using a lemma whose proofis based on the properties of a Markov blanket. In order to perform in a real timeenvironment, an any time version of the algorithm has been developed. That is,the quality of the answer returned by the algorithm improves continuously withtime. The approach is compared and contrasted with other methods of sensor val-idation and an empirical evaluation of the sensor validation algorithm is carriedout. The empirical evaluation presents the results obtained when the algorithmis applied to the validation of temperature sensors in a gas turbine of a powerplant. ix
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Chapter 1INTRODUCTION1.1 MotivationThe generator of a thermoelectric power plant starts rotating commanded by adistributed control system. The microprocessor based control system monitorsthe plant status through acquisition boards which are connected to the sensors.The velocity sensor indicates a hundred, then a thousand, and then two thousandrevolutions per minute (rpm). The control system commands an increment of thefuel and air supplies, taking care at the same time, of other important variableslike the temperature and pressure of the turbine. Eventually, after two hoursapproximately, the velocity sensor indicates almost three thousand six hundredrpm so the start up phase is about to �nish. Consider the situation if suddenly,the control system receives a signal indicating a zero velocity. Since the computerprogram performs no additional reasoning, the control system increases the supplyof gas and air which increases the temperature and pressure.Of course, a plant trip occurs and the system is shut down. The system isreset, the plant is re initialized and started again after some hours. This results inloss of time and money. When the shut down is analyzed, the engineers concludethat the process was �ne and it was only the velocity sensor that was faulty. Given1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2the readings of temperature, pressure and gas supply, a zero velocity reading washighly unlikely. Consider now the case of the temperature sensors in a turbine.The temperature is considered the most important parameter in the operationof a turbine since it performs more optimally at higher temperatures. However,a little increase in the temperature, over a permitted value, may cause severedamage in the turbine itself and in the process. Now, imagine that one of thesensors delivers an erratic measure. Two situations can occur:1. The sensor indicates no change in the temperature even if it increases todangerous levels.2. The sensor reports a dangerous situation even if it is normal.The �rst situation may cause a disaster, with possible fatal consequences for thewhole plant, including human life. The cost of this type of failure can not beeasily calculated. The second situation, as described above, may cause a falseshut down, and loss of time and money. In this case, the cost can be calculatedbased on the fuel spent and the cost of the energy not produced while the plantis idle.As the above situations suggest, the validation of sensors is an importantproblem that requires the development of modern techniques. Speci�cally, thisproblem represents a challenge to the areas of:� uncertainty management,� real time performance,� continuous operations,� inputs provided by sensors,� temporal reasoning,



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3� decision theory.Uncertainty arises because the information provided by the sensors may be unre-liable. Real time performance is required since, a decision taken, based on faultydata, could lead to a disaster. These decisions are generally made on a real timebasis. Finally, this problem contains the typical characteristics of an industrialapplication, e.g., continuous operation, and inputs and outputs through sensorsand actuators respectively. That is, although the motivation for this researchproject is based on a consideration of the di�culties that can arise in powerplants, it is a generic problem that has a wide range of applications. Exampleare re�neries, transportation (train lines), and fusion of sensors in intensive careunits.1.2 The Problem: Sensor ValidationThe validation of sensors has been a concern since automatic control has beenimplemented in plants. One approach has been the hardware redundancy andmajority voting. The classical approach, called analytical redundancy, exploitsthe static and dynamic relationship between measurements using a mathematicalmodel. This technique predicts a sensor's value by using values from others in theform of known or empirical derived relations among the sensor values. However,hardware redundancy is not always possible since, for example, adding furthersensors might weaken the walls of pressure vessels. The analytical redundancyapproach becomes ine�cient when the number of sensors increases, and when thecomplexity of the model increases. Additionally, the validation of sensors usinganalytical redundancy is adapted exclusively for each process. A slight modi�c-ation is extremely expensive and demands an enormous amount of expertise.Among all the �elds of computer science, arti�cial intelligence (AI) contains



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4an extensive variety of techniques for dealing with these kinds of problems. Spe-ci�cally, AI has been extensively used in diagnosis applications in several di�erentdomains. For example, the TIGER project [Milne & Nicol 1996] utilizes model-based reasoning for condition monitoring of gas turbines in chemical plants. Thatis, TIGER possesses a mathematical model of the process and runs a simulatorin order to compare the observed output with that estimated by the simulator.Another related research project is the automated decision analytic diagnosis ofthermal performance in gas turbines [Breese et al. 1992]. In this project, Breeseand co-workers described the utilization of probabilistic models for the diagnosisof gas turbines for an auxiliary power unit of a commercial aircraft. They aimed tomodel the whole process by using a belief network that includes sensor validationas well as the fault diagnosis process.Although both the above systems have been successfully installed in real ap-plications, their main objective is to diagnose the whole process. In general, theyassume that the sensors are working properly, or that the sensors are modelledas an integral part of the process. This way of modelling sensors, by integratingthem within a model of a process, results in a larger model that can be morecomplex. More signi�cantly, the sensor validation process is combined with thediagnostic process, making it less generic.This thesis therefore develops a sensor validation model which can be utilizedas a separate module that works together with other functions. In other words, itis assumed that a layered scheme is used in which the lowest level concentrates onvalidating the signals transmitted by the sensors as presented in Fig. 1.1 [Yung &Clarke 1989]. Faults in the sensors are detected in a decentralised and hierarchicalapproach, so that they can be easily isolated and repaired. Additionally, supposethat the higher layers of the system represent other important and critical func-tions, e.g., the fault diagnosis of a nuclear plant. The intermediate layer (loop



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5
#"  !sensorvalidation#"  !loopdiagnosis#"  !systemdiagnosis66Figure 1.1: Layered diagnosis architecture.diagnosis) may be using model-based reasoning to diagnose a control loop in theplant, whereas the system diagnosis layer may be utilizing a di�erent approach.In order to focus on the sensors validation layer of Fig. 1.1, a further descriptionof sensors is now given.The input of a sensor is the value Vs which is considered unknown and inac-cessible, and the output is the measurement Vm (Fig. 1.2). A sensor is declaredfaulty if the output measurement Vm gives an incorrect representation of the Vs[Yung & Clarke 1989]. A fault is detected when the output of a sensor Vm exceedssome threshold, or deviates from a characteristic trend. But, what exactly is acharacteristic trend? #"  !SensorVs Vm- -Figure 1.2: Basic model of a sensor.This question is being answered di�erently by many investigators. However,in all the approaches, the central idea is to estimate the value that a sensor mustdeliver based on its environment. Some examples of these environments are the



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 6following:� history of a single signal in time,� history of the state of the process in time,� state of all related signals at a speci�c point in time.This estimation process is what makes the various validation approaches dif-ferent. Given that there is uncertainty about the reliability characteristics of asensor, this thesis uses probabilistic methods for estimation based on all the re-lated signals at speci�c time instants. Figure 1.3 shows some simpli�ed modelsthat can be used to represent sensor information in a physical process. Thesemodels are dependency models indicating causality. In (a), either the variablestate Vs causes the variable measure Vm, or Vm depends on the value of Vs. This isthe most obvious and basic model of a single sensor. Figure 1.3(b) shows a model����Vs����Vm ����Vs ����Vm ����S ����Vm ����S ����Ve(a) (b) (c)? AAAAU ����� AAAAU �����Figure 1.3: Basic model of a sensor performance. (a) represents that Vm dependson Vs. (b) represents an enhanced model where Vm depends on Vs and the stateof the sensor S. (c) displays a model where S can be inferred with the values ofthe measure Vm and the estimated real value Ve.including three nodes: the measure Vm depends on the variable state Vs and onthe sensor state S, i.e., Vm displays a realistic representation of the variable stateif the sensor is working properly (S = correct). Finally, since Vs is unknown andinaccessible, it is replaced with its estimation Ve in Fig. 1.3(c). Here, the inferenceon the sensor state S is dependent on the measure and the estimation. In fact,



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 7Fig. 1.3(c) represents the goal of this thesis, namely to obtain the state of thesensor based on the reading and the estimated value. In other words, this modelmakes explicit the conditional probability of a fault in a sensor, given the measureand the estimation, i.e., P (S j Vm; Ve; �), where � represents previous knowledgeabout the sensor. For example, � might represent the mean time between failuresreported by the manufacturer, the physical location of the sensor in the plant,the time between the last maintenance, etc.1.3 Objective of the ThesisGiven the above motivation, and the dependency model presented in Fig. 1.3(c),it is reasonable to suggest that probabilistic reasoning has an important role insensor validation. Hence, the objective of this thesis can be stated as follows.� Develop a theory for sensor validation using probabilisticreasoning.� Develop an algorithm for sensor validation, suitable foruse in a layered, real time process.1.4 Organization of the ThesisTo accomplish the above objective, this thesis is organized as follows.Chapter 2 describes an approach for dealing with uncertainty in arti�cial in-telligence, namely Bayesian networks. It starts by describing the basis ofprobability theory up to the de�nition of Bayes rule. Then, it formallyde�nes the knowledge representation and inference techniques implicit inBayesian networks. Two di�erent mechanisms for propagation of probabil-ities are described: propagation in trees and in multiply connected networks.



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 8Chapter 2 also describes a basic algorithm for learning a probabilistic modelfrom data obtained from the process being modelled.Chapter 3 develops a theory and a model for sensor validation based on theprobabilistic methods described in the previous chapter. Speci�cally, itdevelops a validation algorithm that, based on probabilistic propagationin Bayesian networks, detects the set of potentially faulty sensors. Then,based on a dependency property of every variable, it develops a mechanismthat distinguishes between the real faults and the set of apparent faults.Chapter 4 extends the algorithm developed in the previous chapter in order tomake it appropriate for performing in real time environments. To obtainthis behaviour, this thesis utilizes the any time algorithms mechanisms,i.e., an algorithm that provides a response whenever required and whosequality increases with time. It describes how the any time behaviour canbe obtained by deciding which sensor to validate next.Chapter 5 presents an empirical evaluation of the sensor validation algorithm.It starts by describing the application domain and the test environmentdeveloped for the experiments. Then, it presents an evaluation of the dif-ferent aspects of the model, the sensor validation algorithm and the anytime sensor validation algorithm.Chapter 6 places this thesis in the context of other related work. First, it de-scribes related approaches focusing on the sensor validation problem. Someof these approaches have been applied in di�erent application domains.Second, it describes the related work that uses arti�cial intelligence for in-dustrial applications, and speci�cally in gas turbines. Finally, it commentssome work in any time algorithms used in probabilistic reasoning.



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 9Chapter 7 presents the conclusions of this thesis and describes the �elds ofresearch that have arisen during the development of this theory. Also,possible enhancements to the algorithm are briey outlined.This thesis is complemented with an appendix that explain the details of theoperation of the algorithm.



Chapter 2PROBABILISTIC REASONINGThe aim of arti�cial intelligence (AI) is to provide a computational model of intel-ligent behaviour. The aim of probability theory is to provide a coherent accountof how belief should change in the light of partial or uncertain information [Pearl1991]. This chapter presents one approach for the use of probability theory inAI, namely Bayesian networks that is used in this thesis. Bayesian networks, alsoknown as probabilistic, causal or belief networks, are graphical representationsof the dependencies between random variables in a speci�c application domain.This representation allows the codi�cation of knowledge in the form of depend-encies and independencies, and also allows inferences in the form of probabilisticpropagation based on a graphical representation.This chapter explains the basic concepts which are utilized in this thesis.Section 2.1 describes the de�nitions and basic concepts up to the de�nition ofBayes rule, i.e., the heart of Bayesian reasoning. Section 2.2 formally de�nes theBayesian networks and section 2.3 describes the inference or probability propaga-tion mechanism in simple networks called trees. Section 2.4 presents the algorithmfor probability propagation in more complex representation of networks. Next,section 2.5 describes part of a more specialized Bayesian model commonly utilized10



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 11in diagnosis problems, and which is used in this thesis. Finally, section 2.6 de-scribes an algorithm for constructing or learning probabilistic models from data.Much of the material presented in this chapter is based on the texts by Pearl(1988), Neapolitan (1990), and the article by Pearl et al. (1990). Readers, whoare familiar with these concepts may omit the details of this chapter.2.1 Basic Concepts: Bayes RuleProbability is formally de�ned as follows [Neapolitan 1990].De�nition 2.1 Let 
 be the set of outcomes of an experiment, F a set of eventsrelative to 
, and P a function which assigns a unique real number to each A 2 F .Suppose P satis�es the following axioms:0 � P (A) � 1P (
) = 1P (A or B) = P (A) + P (B) (2.1)if A and B are disjoint subsets of F . Then the triple (
;F ,P ) is called a prob-ability space and P is called a probability measure on F .Now, since any event A can be written asA = (A;B) or (A;:B);then, by the third axiom, P (A), i.e., the probability of these two joint events cannow be written as1 P (A) = P (A;B) + P (A;:B) (2.2)In general, if B has n di�erent elements, equation 2.2 can be written as:P (A) = nXi P (A;Bi) (2.3)1In the following, the notation A;B the conjunction of both events A and B.



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 12Conditional probability is de�ned with the following formula:P (A j B) = P (A;B)P (B) (2.4)with its equivalent for the probability of joint events A and B as:P (A;B) = P (A j B)P (B) (2.5)Now, from equation 2.3 and the de�nition of conditional probability (eq. 2.5),the following formula is obtained:P (A) =Xi P (A j Bi)P (Bi) (2.6)which provides the basis for hypothetical reasoning, i.e., the probability of anevent A is a weighted sum over the probabilities in all the distinct ways that Amight be realized.Given a set of n events, the probability of a joint event (E1; E2; : : : ; En) canbe written as a product of n conditional probabilities:P (E1; E2; : : : ; En) = P (En j En�1; : : : ; E2; E1) : : : P (E2 j E1)P (E1) (2.7)This is called the chain rule and can be derived by the repeated application ofequation 2.5.Then, applying the chain rule to the joint probability P (A;B) (i.e., P (A;B) =P (B j A)P (A)), and the de�nition of conditional probability (eq. 2.5):P (A;B) = P (B j A)P (A) = P (A j B)P (B) (2.8)so the formula called the Bayes rule is obtained as:P (H j E) = P (E j H)P (H)P (E) (2.9)which establishes that the probability of the hypothesis H given certain evidenceE is obtained by multiplying the conditional probability P (E j H) by P (H).



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 13Both these probabilities, the conditional probability P (E j H) and the hypothesisprior probability P (H) can be obtained from experts or from data based on theprevious knowledge. P (E) is a normalizing constant. In the following, P (H) iscalled the prior probability, and P (H j E) is called the posterior probability. Thisrule can be extended so that a recursive updating of the posterior probabilitycan be made, once new evidence has been obtained. This is calculated with theformula: P (H j E(n); E) = P (H j E(n))P (E j E(n);H)P (E j E(n)) (2.10)where E(n) denotes the evidence observed in the past, and P (H j E(n)) assumesthe role of prior probability in order to compute the new posterior P (H j E(n); E),i.e., the probability of H given all the past evidence and the new data observedE. The generalization of Bayes rule of equation 2.9, for a set of n mutuallyexclusive and exhaustive hypotheses fH1;H2; : : : ;Hng is referred to as the Bayestheorem in the literature and expressed as:P (Hj j E) = P (E j Hj)P (Hj)Pni=1 P (E j Hi)P (Hi) (2.11)The Bayes theorem and formula (eqs. 2.11 and 2.9) were very popular in the�rst expert systems utilized for diagnosis [Gorry & Barnett 1968, de Dombal etal. 1974]. However, two assumptions were made in order to keep the approachpractical: (i) all the hypothesis or diseases are mutually exclusive and exhaustive,and (ii) all the pieces of evidence or manifestations are conditionally independentfrom each other given a disease. These assumptions restricted the expressivityof probabilistic reasoning for more realistic applications. In general, probabilisticknowledge on propositions x1; x2; : : : ; xn would require the de�nition of a jointdistribution function P (x1; x2; : : : ; xn). To store this function requires a tablewith 2n entries. The next section presents the Bayesian network mechanism that



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 14allows the representation of more realistic assumptions, i.e., dependencies andindependencies from which practical inference can be made.2.2 Bayesian NetworksThe main goal of Bayesian networks is to represent dependencies and independ-encies employing a directed acyclic graph (DAG). First, this section presents theset of axioms for the probabilistic relation: X is independent of Y givenZ where X;Y and Z can be single variables or sets of variables. Second, therelation between probabilistic models and graphical representations of DAGs isestablished. Finally, this section presents a formal description of the propertiesof Bayesian networks.First, an explanation of the notation followed in this thesis is given. Capitalletters, e.g., X, represent variables while lower case letters designate the valuesthat the variables may have, for example X = x and Y = y.De�nition 2.2 Let U be a �nite set of variables with discrete values. Let X,Y , and Z be three disjoint subset of variables of U . X and Y are said to beconditionally independent given Z ifP (x j y; z) = P (x j z) whenever P (y; z) > 0 (2.12)This independence will be denoted as I(X;Z; Y ). Thus,I(X;Z; Y ) iff P (x j y; z) = P (x j z) (2.13)where x, y, and z are any assignment of values to the variables in the sets X, Yand Z respectively.This de�nition holds in a numeric representation of the probability P . Itis interpreted as follows. Knowing the state of Z, the knowledge of Y does



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 15not change the belief already gained in X. Now, in order to characterize theconditional independence relation as a logical condition, the following axioms arerequired2 [Pearl et al. 1990]:Symmetry: I(X;Z; Y )) I(Y;Z;X) (2.14)Decomposition: I(X;Z; Y [W )) I(X;Z; Y ) & I(X;Z;W ) (2.15)Weak union: I(X;Z; Y [W )) I(X;Z [W;Y ) (2.16)Contraction: I(X;Z [ Y;W ) & I(X;Z; Y )) I(X;Z; Y [W ) (2.17)Intersection (for P strictly positive):I(X;Z [W;Y ) & I(X;Z [ Y;W )) I(X;Z; Y [W ) (2.18)These axioms allow the derivation of theorems that may not be obvious from thenumerical representation of probabilities. Now, the next step is to relate theseaxioms with graphical representations.A directed acyclic graph (DAG) D = (V;E) is characterized by a set of nodesV and a set of edges E that connect certain pairs of nodes in V . Nodes in Vrepresent the random variables while the edges or arcs represent conditional de-pendence relations between the nodes linked. A modelM is said to be graphicallyrepresented by D if there exists a direct correspondence between the elements inthe set of variables U of M and the set of vertices V of D such that the topology2Normal logical operators are needed, e.g., ) is the implication, and & is the conjunction.



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 16of D reects the properties of M . The correspondence between I(X;Z; Y ) and aDAG is made through a separability criterion called d separation de�ned next.De�nition 2.3 If X, Y , and Z are three disjoint subsets of nodes in a DAG D,then Z is said to d separate X from Y , denoted < X j Z j Y >D if along everypath between a node in X and a node in Y there is a node W satisfying one ofthe following two conditions: (i) W has converging arrows and none of W or itsdescendants are in Z, or (ii) W does not have converging arrows and W is in Z.For example, consider the DAG of Fig. 2.1. If X = fBg and Y = fCg, theyare d separated by Z = fAg but they are not by a Z = fA;Eg. In both cases,there are two trajectories between B and C, namely through A and through D.Consider the trajectory through A. It has no converging arrows so, according tocondition (ii), B and C are d separated since A 2 Z. Consider now the trajectorythrough D. Since it has converging arrows, condition (i) is not satis�ed if D'sdescendant E is in Z. Thus, X and Y are d separated if Z = fAg, but they arenot if Z = fA;Eg.
����E����D����B ����C
����A?���� AAAU����AAAUFigure 2.1: A DAG for exemplifying d separation.



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 17The following de�nitions complete the formal description of Bayesian net-works.De�nition 2.4 A DAG D is said to be an I map of a dependency model Mif every d separation condition displayed in D corresponds to a valid conditionalindependence relationship in M , i.e., if for every three disjoint sets of nodes X,Y , and Z, the following holds:< X j Z j Y >D =) I(X;Z; Y )M : (2.19)A DAG is a minimal I map of M if none of its arrows can be deleted withoutdestroying its I mapness.De�nition 2.5 Given a probability distribution P on a set of variables V , a DAGD = (V;E) is called a Bayesian network of P i� D is a minimal I map of P .In other words, given a set of variables with a probabilistic model P , aBayesian network is a graphical representation which permits the representationof the dependencies and independencies between the variables. The structureof the network represents knowledge about the variables of the process. Thisknowledge consists of two sets of probabilities: (i) conditional probabilities ofevery node given all its parents, and (ii) prior probabilities of the root nodes.Figure 2.2 presents an elementary Bayesian network and its relation with Bayesrule (eq. 2.9). In this case, the hypothesis happens to be the root node, and theevidence is represented by the leaf nodes but this is not a restriction in Bayesiannetworks. In this case, prior probabilities P (H) are required in the roots of thenetworks. The other nodes require an associated matrix of conditional probabil-ities between each one of them and their parents (the upper extreme of the arcs).Thus, the evidence nodes are observed, and the question is to infer the new value



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 18�� ��Hypothesis�� ��evidence? P (H)P (e j H)Figure 2.2: A simple Bayesian network.of the probability of the hypothesis, i.e., P (H j e). Notice that the hypothesisand evidence nodes can be any of the network. Di�erent algorithms have beendeveloped to propagate these probabilities given new evidence.Beyond the de�nitions, several theorems have been published in order to form-alize the Bayesian networks (e.g. [Geiger & Pearl 1988], [Geiger et al. 1989]).The following theorem, called Strong completeness [Geiger & Pearl 1988] includesmany of the previous theorems and legitimizes the use of DAGs as a languagefor representing probabilistic dependencies. The complete proofs can be found inthe indicated reference.Theorem 2.1 Strong completenessFor every DAG D, there exists a distribution P such that for every threedisjoint sets of variables X, Y , and Z the following holds:< X j Z j Y >D iff I(X;Z; Y )P (2.20)Summarizing the formal de�nition of Bayesian networks. De�nition 2.2 in-troduces the notion of conditional independence and establishes the notationI(X;Z; Y ). In graphical representations, de�nition 2.3 establishes a conditionthat holds between nodes (or subsets of nodes) in a directed graph. Next, de�ni-tion 2.4 relates the notion of conditional independence I(X;Z; Y ) in a model Mwith the d separation property of directed graphs. Finally, de�nition 2.5 explains



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 19what a Bayesian network is. Finally, the theorem 2.1 o�ers a mathematical proofof the properties of Bayesian networks as reasoning methodology.It is important now to distinguish three kinds of Bayesian networks:Tree: This is a DAG where any node can have at most one parent. Figure 2.3(a)shows a typical network considered as a tree.Singly connected (polytree): This is a DAG which contains one and only onepath between any pair of nodes in the network. An example is shown inFig. 2.3(b).Multiply connected: This is a DAG without the restrictions of trees or poly-trees. Figure 2.3(c) is multiply connected since there are two paths betweentwo nodes.
(a) (b) (c)Figure 2.3: Examples of Bayesian networks. (a) is a tree, (b) is singly connectedand (c) is multiply connected.The multiply connected network is the most general and expressive whenmodelling speci�c processes. However, propagation (and therefore, reasoning inmultiply connected networks) is known to be NP hard [Cooper 1990]. Trees andsingly connected networks are less expressive but the probability propagation ismore e�cient.Both trees and multiply connected Bayesian networks are utilized in this workand their propagation mechanism is outlined below. Trees are utilized in the



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 20validation while multiply connected are utilized in the isolation of faults. Thefollowing section describes the propagation in trees [Pearl 1988].2.3 Propagation in TreesConsider the node X from Fig. 2.4 which can take n discrete values x1; x2; : : : ; xn.Suppose that some nodes have been instantiated, i.e., their values have beenobserved. Let e = e�X [ e+X denote the evidence, where e�X stands for the evidencecontained in the subtree rooted at X, and e+X represents the evidence from the restof the network. In Fig. 2.4, the subtree rooted at X is a portion of the networkcontaining only the nodes X, D and E. The rest of the network corresponds tothe structure formed by nodes A, B, and C.����A����B ����X ����C����D ����E����	 @@@@R?����� AAAAUFigure 2.4: A DAG typical example of a tree.Thus, the problem is to obtain P (x j e), i.e.,BEL(x) = P (x j e) = P (x j e�X; e+X):Using Bayes rule gives = P (e�X; e+X j x)P (x)P (e�X ; e+X)since e�X and e+X are independent given x, this becomes



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 21= P (e�X j x)P (e+X j x)P (x)P (e�X ; e+X)by Bayes rule again and the de�nition of conditional probability,= P (e�X j x)P (x j e+X)P (e+X)P (e�X ; e+X)= �P (e�X j x)P (x j e+X) (2.21)where BEL(x) represents the posterior probability of X = x given all the evid-ence provided, and � = [P (e�X j e+X)]�1 is a normalizing constant to obtainPxBEL(x) = 1.Notice that this formula corresponds to a vector, with one element for eachpossible value of X. Now, let the following functions be de�ned:�(x) = P (e�X j x) (2.22)and �(x) = P (x j e+X) (2.23)Vector �(X) represents the diagnostic support that node X receives from itsdescendants, while �(X) represents the causal support attributed by all non des-cendants of X, and received through its parent. Then, the updated belief inX = x can be obtained by fusing these two supports and equation 2.21 becomes:BEL(x) = ��(x)�(x) (2.24)Since �(x) represents the support that X receives from all its descendants, itis necessary to fuse the support from each one of its descendants. For examplein Fig. 2.4, �(x) corresponds to the evidence provided by nodes D and E. Thus,equation 2.22 can be rewritten as:�(x) = P (e�X j x)= P (e�D; e�E j x)= P (e�D j x)P (e�E j x) (2.25)



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 22since e�D and e�E are conditionally independent given x. Furthermore, renamingthese terms as: �D(x) = P (e�D j x); �E(x) = P (e�E j x) (2.26)then, equation 2.25 can be expressed as:�(x) = �D(x)�E(x) (2.27)Similarly, the causal support that X receives from its parent A (eq. 2.23) canbe expressed as: �(x) = P (x j e+X)=Xa P (x j a)P (a j e+X)=Xa P (x j a)�X(a) (2.28)where P (x j a) is an element of the matrix obtained as previous knowledge,and stored in the arc from A to X. �X(a) = P (a j e+X) is calculated in node Aand sent as causal support to X. Thus, substituting equations 2.27 and 2.28 inequation 2.24, the following is obtained:BEL(x) = ��D(x)�E(x)Xa P (x j a)�X(a) (2.29)Equation 2.29 summarizes Pearl's algorithm for probability propagation. Itis best known as the message passing algorithm since �D(x); �E(x) and �X(a)can be seen as messages that other nodes send to node X in order to update itsprobability vector. Thus, this posterior probability can be calculated from theprevious knowledge P (x j a), the messages �D(x); �E(x) from its children and amessage �X(a) from its parent A. Figure 2.5 shows a portion of Fig. 2.4 and themessage passing for calculating node X posterior probability.Equation 2.29 can be generalized for singly connected networks as follows.Consider a typical node X having m children, Y1; Y2; : : : ; Ym, and n parents,



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 23����E����D ����X ����A�HHHHY ����� �HHHj���* �X(a)�D(x)�E(x)Figure 2.5: A portion of the tree of Fig. 2.4 showing the message passing al-gorithm.U1; U2; : : : ; Un. The posterior probability of X given the evidence is:BEL(x) = ��(x)�(x) (2.30)where �(x) =Yj �Yj (x); (2.31)�(x) = Xu1;u2;:::;un P (x j u1; u2; : : : ; un)Yi �X(ui) (2.32)and � is a normalizing constant to obtain PxBEL(x) = 1. The term �Yj (x)represents the � message that the jth sends to node X, and �X(ui) represents the� message sent by the ith parent.The detailed algorithm can be consulted in the book by Pearl (1988), and iseasily readable in the book by Neapolitan (1990). These textbooks also presentthe algorithm for singly connected networks. In this later case, the main di�erenceis that any node can have more than one parent. But, since there is only one pathbetween any two nodes, the model and the propagation algorithm are similar, asnoted in equation 2.32.2.4 Probability Propagation in Trees of CliquesThis section presents an approach for probability propagation in multiply con-nected networks called propagation in trees of cliques [Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 241988]. Other algorithms for propagation in networks are given by Cooper (1984),and by Horvitz et al. (1989). The propagation algorithm presented in this sectionis used in Chapter 4. A reader already familiar with this propagation algorithmmay skip this section.The basis of this method is the following formula3:P (V ) = K pYi=1 (Wi) (2.33)where V designates a �nite set of propositional variables, and P represents a jointprobability distribution on V. K represents a constant and let fWi such that1 � i � pg be a collection of subsets of V. Also,  is a function which assigns aunique real number to every combination of values of the propositional variablesin Wi. Then (fWi such that 1 � i � mg, ) is called a potential representationof P, and Wi are called cliques. A clique is de�ned as a subset of nodes in whichevery pair of nodes of the clique is connected. Also, the subset must be maximal,i.e., there is no other complete set which is a subset.The algorithm developed by Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter (1988) indicates: (i)how to obtain the collection Wi of subsets of V , and (ii) how to compute thefunctions  (Wi). In other words, this method modi�es the original multiplyconnected network in order to obtain a tree of cliques, from which probabilitypropagation can be made utilizing the functions  (Wi). This propagation issimilar to Pearl's algorithm for trees described in section 2.3. The followingsections describe these two parts of the algorithm.2.4.1 Tree of cliquesThe cliquesWi of equation 2.33 must follow a series of conditions. The procedureof Fig. 2.6 obtains the set of cliques with the required properties.3The material of this section was taken from the book by Neapolitan (1990).



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 251. Delete the direction of the arcs, i.e., the DAG isconverted to an undirected graph.2. Moralize the graph.3. Triangulate the graph.4. Order the nodes according to a criterion called themaximum cardinality search.5. Determine the cliques of the triangulated graph.6. Order the cliques according to their highest labelledvertices to obtain an ordering of the cliques with therunning intersection property.Figure 2.6: Procedure to convert a network in a tree of cliques.These steps are better explained with the aid of an example taken from thebook by Neapolitan (1990). Figure 2.7 presents the original Bayesian network.
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H

GFigure 2.7: Original multiply connected network.Notice that it is multiply connected since there is more than one path betweennode F and H. This network requires, as all the Bayesian networks, the priorprobability of the roots and the conditional probability matrices of the othernodes given their parents. The �rst step in the procedure of Fig. 2.6 is trivial,i.e., only delete the direction of the arcs. The second step, the moralization, isobtained when the pairs of parents of all nodes (if they exist) are married. This is



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 26done with the addition of an arc between these parent nodes. Figure 2.8 presentsthe moral DAG which is obtained by adding the arc between nodes B and E(parents of C), and the arc between C and G (parents of H).
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GFigure 2.8: Undirected moralized graph.Next, the triangulation step takes place. An undirected graph is called trian-gulated if every simple cycle of length strictly greater that 3 possesses a chord. Inthe original network, after the moralization, the nodes [F;E;C;G] form a simplecycle of size 4. Thus, in order to triangularize the undirected graph, the arcbetween E and G is added. Figure 2.9 shows the triangularized graph. This
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78Figure 2.9: Triangulated and ordered undirected graph.�gure also show the ordering step indicated in the procedure of Fig. 2.6 whichis now explained. An order of the nodes, according to a criterion known as themaximum cardinality search, is obtained as follows. First, 1 is assigned to an



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 27arbitrary node. To number the next node, select a node that is adjacent to thelargest numbered node, breaking ties arbitrary. In Fig. 2.9, number 1 was as-signed to node A. Number 2 must be assigned to node B since it is the onlyadjacent node to A (two nodes are adjacent if there is an arc between them).Now, number 3 has to be assigned to one of the adjacent nodes to B, i.e., C orE. Node E was chosen arbitrarily. Number 4 was assigned to node C (could beF ), and so on until all the nodes are numbered. The next step, determining thecliques of the triangulated graph, is now described. A clique is a subset of nodeswhich is complete, i.e., every pair of nodes of the clique is adjacent. Also, thesubset must be maximal, i.e., there is no other complete set which is a subset.In the triangulated graph of Fig. 2.9, the following cliques are found: fA;Bg,fB;E;Cg, fE;G;Fg, fC;Dg, fE;C;Gg, and fC;G;Hg. Notice that the sub-set fC;E;G;Hg is a complete subset but it is not maximal since fE;C;Gg is acomplete subset.Finally, the ordering of the cliques is required. An ordering [Clq1; Clq2; : : : ; Clqp]of the cliques has the running intersection property if for every j > 1 there existsan i < j such that Cj \ (C1 [ C2 [ : : : [ Cj�1) � Ci: (2.34)In the example, an ordering of the cliques is the following: Clq1 = fA;Cg,Clq2 = fC;D;Fg, Clq3 = fD;E;Fg, Clq4 = fB;D;Eg, Clq5 = fF;E;Hg, andClq6 = fF;Gg. This ordering has the running intersection property. For example:Clq4 \ (Clq1 [ Clq2 [ Clq3) = fD;Eg � Clq3 (2.35)Clq5 \ (Clq1 [ Clq2 [ Clq3 cupClq4) = fE;Fg � Clq3Before de�ning the structure of the tree of cliques, two parameters need to be



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 28de�ned. Si = Clqi \ (Clq1 [ Clq2 [ : : : [ Clqi�1)Ri = Clqi � Si:These parameters will be used in the propagation of probabilities and in thede�nition of the structure. As an example, S4 = fE;F;Gg \ fA;B;C;E;Gg =fE;Gg and R4 = fE;F;Gg � S4 = fFg.Once the set of ordered cliques has been obtained, the next step is the de�ni-tion of the structure of the tree of cliques. The �rst clique is the root of the tree.Now, for the rest of the nodes, i.e., for each i such that 2 � i � p, there exists atleast one j < i such thatSi = Clqi \ (Clq1 [ Clq2 [ : : : [ Clqi�1) � Clqj: (2.36)Then Clqj is a parent of Clqi. In case of more than one possible parent, the choiceis arbitrary. Figure 2.10 shows the �nal modi�cation of the Bayesian network of
Clq1

Clq2

Clq3

Clq4 Clq5 Clq6Figure 2.10: Resultant tree of cliques.Fig. 2.7 into the tree of cliques. The next section briey describes the algorithmfor probability propagation in this tree of cliques.



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 292.4.2 Probability propagationThe cliques obtained in the previous section are the Wi subsets indicated inequation 2.33. The functions  are de�ned by the following theorem.Theorem 2.2 Let G be the DAG representing a Bayesian network, Gm the moralgraph relative to G, Gu a graph formed by triangulating Gm as discussed in theprevious section. Let fClqi such that 1 � i � pg be the cliques of Gu. For eachnode v 2 V , assign a unique clique Clqi such thatv [ parents(v) � Clqi: (2.37)This is always possible, since parents of the original graph are married and there-fore fvg [ parents(v) is a complete set in Gm and thus in Gu. If a complete setis a subset of more than one clique, choose one of them arbitrarily but keepingeach node v assigned to only one clique. Denoting as f(v) the clique assigned tov, and for 1 � i � p,  (Clqi) = Yf(v)=Clqi P (v j parents(v)): (2.38)where f(v) = Clqi represents only the nodes v that are represented in the cliqueClqi. If there is no v represented in the clique, it is assigned the value 1. Then(fClqi such that 1 � i � pg;  ) (2.39)is a potential representation of P.The complete proof can be found in the text by Neapolitan (1990). The functionparents(v) represents the set of nodes which are parents of node v in the originalnetwork.For example, assigningA andB to the clique fA;Bg,C to the clique fB;E;Cg,D to the clique fC;Dg, E, F and G to the clique fE;G;Fg, and H to the clique



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 30fC;G;Hg:  (A;B) = P (B j A)P (A) (B;E;C) = P (C j B;E) (C;D) = P (D j C) (E;G;F ) = P (E j F )P (G j F )P (F ) (C;G;H) = P (H j C;G) (E;C;G) = 1: (2.40)When the new tree is de�ned, it is ready to accept the instantiation of variablesas evidence, and to compute the posterior probability of all the nodes throughprobability propagation in the tree of cliques. This is done in a similar way tothe message passing algorithm for trees and polytrees described in section 2.2.The � message that a node sends to its parents is calculated with the formula:�Clqi(Si) =XRi  (Clqi) (2.41)where the sum is made over all the possible values of the variables in the set RiThe � message that the nodes send to their children is computed as:�Clqj (Si) = XClqj�Si P 0(Clqj) (2.42)where the sum is made over all the possible values of the variables in the setClqj � Si. The  function is updated when a clique Clqj receives a � messagefrom its child Clqi as:  (Clqj) = �(Si) (Clqj) (2.43)For the root clique, the posterior probability once all the � messages have beenreceived from its children is given byP 0(Clqroot) =  root(Clqroot) (2.44)



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 31Finally, the posterior probability of a single variable, when the probabilities of allthe cliques have been determined, is calculated with the formula:P 0(v) = Xw2Clqiw 6=v P (Clqi): (2.45)The complete algorithm can be consulted in Neapolitan (1990).2.5 Probabilistic Causal MethodThis thesis also uses a special kind of network that was �rst studied by Peng &Reggia (1987), and then further developed by Pearl (1988) and by Neapolitan(1990). It consists of a two level DAG where the roots are considered the causesof the manifestations of the leaf nodes. Figure 2.11 shows a network known asthe probabilistic causal model.����d1 ����d2 ����d3����m1 ����m2 ����m3 ����m4����� AAAAUQQQQQQQQs��������+ QQQQQQQQs��������+ AAAAUFigure 2.11: A DAG representing a probabilistic causal model.In this network, D = fd1; d2; d3g represents the set of diseases, and M =fm1;m2;m3;m4g represents the set of manifestations4 respectively. Notice thatthere are two types of relationships between the nodes in Fig. 2.11. Figure 2.12(a)shows a common relationship where one disease has manymanifestations. However,Fig. 2.12(b) shows a relation where one manifestation can be caused by severaldiseases. For example, the high fever event in medicine is caused by many dif-ferent diseases, e.g., inuenza, tuberculosis, and kidney infection. Any of these4the names are traditionally taken from the medical domain.
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� (a) (b)Figure 2.12: Causal relation between hypotheses or causes, and manifestations.diseases is likely to cause high fever, but the presence of two of these diseases isonly more likely to cause fever. This relation between a manifestation and severalcauses is known as the noisy or since it remains the or gate utilized in digital elec-tronics. In the probabilistic case, the noisy or relation is used when any memberof a set of diseases is likely to cause a speci�c event, but this likelihood does notsigni�cantly change when a patient su�ers several of these diseases.One of the problems in this kind of networks is the initialization of the networkwith the prior and conditional probabilities. Normally, the conditional probabilityfor describing the arcs of the network in Fig. 2.12(b) contains 2n independentparameters. It would be very di�cult for a physician to estimate the probabilityof high fever given inuenza, no tuberculosis and infection, or the probability of noinuenza nor tuberculosis but with infection, and so on with the 8 combinations.A method for computing the conditional probability matrix of a disease given aset of manifestations is now explained. This method is based on the followingtwo assumptions:Accountability. An event mj is false, P (mj) = 0, if all conditions listed ascauses of mj are false.Exception independence. If an eventmj is a consequence of two conditions d1and d2, then the inhibition of the occurrence of mj under d1 is independentof the mechanisms of inhibition of mj under d2.



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 33Consider the example mentioned above. Inuenza alone is a cause of highfever unless an inhibitor is present. If tuberculosis alone also causes fever exceptwhen another inhibitor is present, then the exception independence mechanismassumes that both these inhibitors are independent. Then, let qij denote theprobability that a manifestation mj is inhibited when only disease di is present,i.e., qij = P (:mj j di alone). Then, by the exception independence assumption:P (:mj j d1; d2; : : : ; dn) = P (:mj j d1)P (:mj j d2) : : : P (:mj j dn)= Yi:di=true qijIn general, let d be the set of assignments of the set of diseases, and let Td =fi : di = trueg, i.e., the set of all diseases actually present. Then, the conditionalprobability matrix can be calculated with the following formula:P (mj j d) = 8><>: Qi2Td qij if :mj1 �Qi2Td qij if mj (2.46)For example, in the network of Fig. 2.11, the following are the formulas of equa-tion 2.46: P (:m1 j +d1;+d2) = q11q21P (:m1 j +d1;:d2) = q11P (:m1 j :d1;+d2) = q21P (:m1 j :d1;:d2) = 1:The quantities for m1 are 1 minus the conditional for :m1.These equations will be utilized to obtain the parameters needed in the faultisolation phase described in Chapter 4.



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 342.6 Learning AlgorithmThe previous section described Bayesian networks as a knowledge representationand reasoning scheme. This knowledge was in principle, assumed to be providedby an expert in the application domain. However, sometimes it can be di�cultfor a human to recognize all the dependencies and independencies between thevariables in a process. For example, this thesis tests the developed model byapplying it to the validation of temperature sensors in a gas turbine. In thisproblem, even for an expert in gas turbines of power plants, it may be di�cultto establish the dependencies between all the temperature sensors.In this case, the structure of the network, and the previous knowledge haveto be discovered from the data. The techniques for making this discovery areknown in the literature as machine learning. Speci�cally for Bayesian networks,the learning process can be divided into qualitative and quantitative learning. The�rst corresponds to the discovery of the structure of the Bayesian network. Thatis, once that all the variables (nodes) have been speci�ed, the deduction of allthe arcs needs to be obtained. The second corresponds to parametric discovery.That is, the prior and conditional probabilities have to be calculated from thedata and based on the structure.This section presents a mechanism that, based on a complete set of data,enables a tree and the prior and conditional probabilities to be obtained. Thistechnique was �rst developed by Chow & Liu (1968) and then, extended by themachine learning and uncertainty communities [Fung & Crawford 1990], [Spiegel-halter & Lauritzen 1990], [Dawid & Lauritzen 1993], [Cooper & Herskovitz 1992].Given a probability distribution P from a set of n variables x = fX1;X2; : : : ;Xng,the idea is to design a tree dependent probability distribution P t that best ap-proximates P . So, in order to evaluate a possible P t, the following formula is



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 35utilized: P t(x) = nYi=1P (Xi j Xj(i)) (2.47)where Xj(i) is the variable designated as the parent of Xi in the proposed tree.Thus, in order to evaluate how well P t represents P , a distance criterion betweenthe two distributions is utilized. Chow & Liu (1968) proposed the Kullback &Leibler (1951) cross entropy measure de�ned as:distance(P;P t) =Xx P (x)log P (x)P t(x) (2.48)This measure reaches 0 when P t(x) coincides with P (x).Two tasks are required to �nd the optimum tree. The �rst is to �nd a structureand second, to �nd the conditional probabilities P t(Xi j Xj) such that P t becomesthe best approximation of P . The second task is carried out with the followingformula: P tP (Xi j Xj(i)) = P (Xi j Xj(i)) (2.49)where P tP is called the projection of P on the tree t.The problem now is to �nd an optimal structure. Chow & Liu (1968) useda technique called a maximum weight spanning tree (MWST) which chooses thebest set of branches of the tree. This algorithm measures the weight of thebranches between all pairs of variables (nodes) utilizing the mutual informationmeasure de�ned as: I(Xi;Xj) = XXi;Xj P (xi; xj)log P (xi; xj)P (xi)P (xj) (2.50)Chow & Liu (1968) showed that maximising the weights of the branches, min-imizes the distance between both models. Figure 2.13 describes the completealgorithm. It represents a minimization problem that can be solved in O(n2)steps. A complete description of the algorithm together with an application can
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MWST learning algorithm.Input: Set of r samples of the n variables.Output: The optimal tree Bayesian network.1. Compute the joint distributions P (Xi;Xj) for allvariable pairs.2. Compute all n(n � 1)=2 branch weights using thedistributions of step 1, and order them by mag-nitude.3. Assign the largest two branches to the tree to beconstructed.4. Examine the next largest branch, and add it to thetree unless it forms a loop, in which case discard itand examine the next largest branch.5. Repeat step 4 until n�1 branches have been selec-ted, and a spanning tree has been constructed.6. Compute P tP (x) with eq. 2.49 by selecting an arbit-rary root node. That is, once that the structure hasbeen decided, calculate the prior and conditionalprobabilities.Figure 2.13: Chow and Liumaximum weight spanning tree algorithm [Pearl 1988].



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 37be found in the paper by Sucar et al. (1995). Chapter 5 describes the tree ob-tained with this algorithm from a data set of the temperature sensors of a gasturbine in a power plant.General techniques for learning Bayesian networks, i.e., including multiplyconnected networks, are being developed by several authors including Heckermanet al. (1994), Heckerman & Geiger (1995), and Friedman & Goldszmidt (1996).An extensive survey of recent work in this area can be found in the paper byBuntine (1994).2.7 SummaryThis chapter presented the background knowledge required to follow the tech-niques developed in this thesis. Section 2.1 presented the bases of probabilitytheory until the deduction of Bayes rule (eq. 2.9). The Bayes rule, and its utiliza-tion in the �rst expert systems, provided the motivation for the development of aBayesian networks as described in section 2.2. This section presented the axiomsand theorems that allow the utilization of DAGs as a language for knowledgerepresentation and inference. Section 2.2 concluded with a brief description ofthe propagation algorithms for trees and singly connected networks. Section 2.4described the algorithm for probability propagation in multiply connected net-works.The propagation method for trees will be utilized in Chapter 3 where thesensor validation model will be developed, and the more general propagation al-gorithm will be utilized in Chapter 4 which describes the development of the anytime sensor validation algorithm. Section 2.5 described Peng & Reggia (1987)technique for the computation of conditional probabilities in causal models util-ized in diagnosis. This technique will also be used in Chapter 4.Section 2.6 described an algorithm that, based on data from a speci�c process,



CHAPTER 2. PROBABILISTIC REASONING 38is able to develop a tree to approximate the dependencies between the variablesin the process.The next chapter presents the utilization of the techniques presented in thischapter, for the development of a theory for sensor validation. Chapter 4 extendsthis algorithm for real time environments, by utilizing the causal model presentedabove.



Chapter 3PROBABILISTIC SENSORVALIDATIONThe previous chapters presented the motivation for this work, and introducedprobabilistic reasoning. This chapter develops the sensor validation model andits associated theory. Section 3.1 develops the algorithm with the aid of an illus-trative example taken from the validation of sensors in a power plant. Section 3.2develops the supporting theory for the sensor validation model. Next, section 3.3concludes and discusses the application of the developed algorithm in the exampleconsidered throughout the chapter. Finally, section 3.4 summarizes the chapter.3.1 Probabilistic ValidationIn general, a sensor is considered to be faulty if it deviates from its expectedbehaviour. Hence, all the approaches for sensor validation work by �rst estimatinga sensor's expected behaviour and reporting a failure if the actual behaviour isdi�erent. This thesis develops a model in which the relationships between sensorsare represented by a Bayesian network. This network is utilized to predict thebehaviour of the sensors and perform sensor validation as described with the aid39
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combustion
chamber generatorFigure 3.1: Simpli�ed diagram of a gas turbine.Consider the problem of validating sensors in a gas turbine of a power plant.Figure 3.1 shows a very simple diagram of a turbine. It consists fundamentallyof four main parts: the compressor, the combustion chamber, the turbine itselfand the generator. The compressor feeds air to the combustion chamber, wherethe gas is also fed. Here, the combustion produces high pressure gases at hightemperature. The expansion of these gases in the turbine produces the turbinerotation with a torque that is transmitted to the generator in order to produceelectric power as output. The air is regulated by means of the inlet guide vanes(IGV) of the compressor, and a control valve does the same for the gas fuel inthe combustion chamber. The temperature at the blade path, which is the mostcritical variable, is taken along the circumference of the turbine. Other importantvariables, measured directly through sensors are the pressure in the combustionchamber and the Megawatts generated by the turbine.A Bayesian network can be used to relate the sensors as shown in Fig. 3.21.The node m represents the reading of the Megawatts generated. The temperatureis represented by a node t and the pressure by p. Finally, g and a represent the fueland air supplied to the combustion chamber respectively. The model in Fig. 3.2represents the dependency of the temperature on the gas and air supplied. The1This is a simpli�ed model of the gas turbine. The directions of the arcs do not implycausality.



CHAPTER 3. PROBABILISTIC SENSOR VALIDATION 41����m����t ����p���� AAAU����g ���� AAAU����aFigure 3.2: A reduced Bayesian network of a gas turbine.generation depends on the temperature and pressure in the combustion chamber.The validation process starts by assuming that the sensors, one by one, are sus-pect. By probabilistic propagation, the system decides if the reading of a sensoris correct based on the values of the most related variables. For example, supposethat the sensors a and g indicate a normal supply of gas and air to produce goodcombustion. Also suppose that the instruments show that the power generatedincreases but the temperature sensor indicates the ambient temperature. Thisextreme situation shows how other signals can be used to infer if a sensor is work-ing properly. So, to see if the sensor t is correct, the other sensor readings canbe used to predict t. This is done by instantiating the other nodes in the modeland obtaining the posterior probability distribution of the value of t. From thisprobability distribution, an estimation of t is calculated. Thus, if the predictedvalue is di�erent from the observed value, then a fault is detected. The precisedetection criterion will be explained below. This process can be repeated for allthe sensors.Now, consider the same example but suppose the sensor t is damaged. If t isused to validate m, then the process will also indicate a fault in m even when itis �ne. The same happens with g and a since they also utilize t for calculatingits predicted value. Finally, the validation of p may indicate that it is workingproperly. So, there is some confusion and an interesting problem:



CHAPTER 3. PROBABILISTIC SENSOR VALIDATION 42which are the real and which are the apparent faults?This question is answered by using a property based on what is known as aMarkov blanket of a node. The rest of this section explains and uses this propertyto develop the sensor validation algorithm. The next section will develop theproperty more formally.A Markov blanket is de�ned as the set of variables that make a variable in-dependent from the others. In a Bayesian network, the following three sets ofneighbours are su�cient to form a Markov blanket of a node: the set of directpredecessors, direct successors, and the direct predecessors of the direct successors(i.e. parents, children, and spouses). The set of variables that constitutes theMarkov blanket of a variable can be seen as a protection of this variable againstchanges of variables outside the blanket. This means that, in order to analyze avariable, only the variables in its blanket are needed. For example, the Markovblankets of the model shown in Fig. 3.2 are shown in Fig. 3.3. In (a), the equi-valent model of m is shown, where the absence of g and a indicates that thesevariables are out of m's Markov blanket. In (b), the Markov blanket of t indicatesthat changes in p do not a�ect t. The same goes for p, g and a in (c), (d) and(e). ����m����t ����pAAAU���� ����t����a ����g����mAAAU���� ? ����m����p? ����t����g? ����t����a?(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)Figure 3.3: Equivalent models (Markov blankets) for the variables in the reducedBayesian network model of a gas turbine. (a) for m, (b) for t, (c) for p, (d) for gand (e) for a.



CHAPTER 3. PROBABILISTIC SENSOR VALIDATION 43Returning to the above question, notice that when t fails, the list of apparentlyfaulty nodes is fm; t; g; ag which corresponds to the Markov blanket of t plus thevariable itself. This is called the extended Markov blanket (EMB) of a variable.Table 3.1 shows the EMBs for each variable. This observation can be generalizedto the following property (proved in section 3.2):If a sensor is faulty, then the above validation process will report afault in all the sensors in its extended Markov blanket.Table 3.1: Extended Markov blankets for the simple turbine model.process variable Extended Markov Blanketm fm; t; pgt fm; t; g; agp fm; pgg ft; gga ft; agThis property can be used to distinguish between real and apparent faults asfollows. Given a set S of apparently faulty sensors obtained from the above valid-ation process, there are four cases that can arise (proofs are given in section 3.2):Single distinguishable fault: if S is equal to the EMB of a variable X, andthere is no other EMB which is a subset of S, then there is a single realfault in X. For example, if S = ft; ag, this corresponds exclusively to theEMB(a).Indistinguishable double fault: if a variable X's EMB is a superset of an-other variable Y 's EMB, then this mechanism does not distinguish betweena single failure in X, and a double failure in X and Y . In fact, this situ-ation holds between the leaves and their parents in a Bayesian tree. Forexample, consider the entries of Table 3.1. The EMB(m) = fm; t; pg while



CHAPTER 3. PROBABILISTIC SENSOR VALIDATION 44EMB(p) = fm,pg, i.e., EMB(p) � EMB(m). If S = fm; t; pg, this mech-anism can not distinguish between a failure in m and a double failure in mand p since EMB(m) = EMB(m) [ EMB(p).Multiple distinguishable faults: multiple failures can be correctly distinguishedif there is a unique combination of the resultant union of EMBs. That is,the union of the EMBs does not include any other sensor's EMBs.Multiple indistinguishable faults: if S does not correspond to any of the situ-ations mentioned before, then it signi�es that there are multiple indistin-guishable faults among the sensors. The indistinguishable double fault casegiven earlier is a special case of this situation but is listed as a separate casesince it can be common.These considerations lead to the sensor validation algorithm given in Fig. 3.4.Step 4 of the algorithm, which decides if a value di�ers from its predictedvalue (represented by the posterior distribution) requires some further explana-tion. The problem is to map the observed value and the distribution to a binaryvalue: fcorrect; faultyg. For example, Fig. 3.5(a) shows a posterior probabilitydistribution, and Fig. 3.5(b) shows a wider distribution. In both cases, the ob-served value is shown by an arrow. Intuitively, the �rst case can be mapped ascorrect while the second can be taken as erroneous.In general, this decision can be made in a number of ways including thefollowing.1. Calculate the distance of the real value from the average or mean of thedistribution, and map it to faulty if it is beyond a speci�ed distance and tocorrect if it is less than a speci�ed distance.2. Assume that the sensor is working properly and establish a con�dence levelat which this hypothesis can be rejected, in which case it can be considered



CHAPTER 3. PROBABILISTIC SENSOR VALIDATION 451. Obtain the model (i.e., the Bayesian network) of the applicationprocess.2. Make a list of the variables to be validated (usually all) and builda table of EMBs.3. Take each one of the variables to be checked as the hypothesis,instantiate the variables that form the Markov blanket of the hy-pothesis, and propagate the probabilities to obtain the posteriorprobability distribution of the variable given the evidence.4. Compare the predicted value (the posterior probability) with thecurrent value of the variable and decide if an error exists.5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until all the variables in the list have beenexamined and the set of sensors with apparent faults (S) is ob-tained.6. Compare the set of apparently faulty sensors obtained in step 5,with the table of the EMB for each variable:(a) If S = � there are no faults.(b) If S is equal to the EMB of a variable X, and there is noother EMB which is a subset of S, then there is a single realfault in X.(c) If S is equal to the EMB of a variable X, and there areone or more EMBs which are subsets of S, then there is areal fault in X, and possibly, real faults in the sensors whoseEMBs are subsets of S.(d) If S is equal to the union of several EMBs and the combina-tion is unique, there are multiple distinguishable real faultsin all the sensors whose EMB are in S.(e) If none of the above cases is satis�ed, then there are multiplefaults but they can not be distinguished. All the sensorswhose EMBs are subsets of S could have a real fault.Figure 3.4: Basic sensor validation algorithm.
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(a) (b)6 6Figure 3.5: Description of some possible results. The arrows indicate the intervalof the real value of a sensor.faulty.The �rst criterion can be implemented by estimating the mean � and standarddeviation � of the posterior probability of each sensor, i.e., the distribution thatresults after the propagation. Then, a sensor can be assumed to be correct ifit is in the range � � n�, where n = 1; 2; 3 means that 68%, 95% or virtuallyall the cases are included respectively. This criterion allows one to work withwider distributions where the standard deviation is high and the real value is farfrom the mean � value as shown in Fig. 3.5(b). However, this technique can haveproblems when the highest probability is close to one, i.e., the standard deviationis close to zero. In such situations, the real value must coincide with that interval.The second criterion assumes as a null hypothesis that the sensor is workingproperly. The probability of obtaining the observed value given this null hypo-thesis is then calculated. If this value, known as the p value [Cohen 1995], isless than a speci�ed level, then the hypothesis is rejected and the sensor con-sidered faulty. Both criteria were evaluated experimentally and the results aregiven in Chapter 5. Here, it is worth mentioning that using the p value with a0.01 rejection level, works well.



CHAPTER 3. PROBABILISTIC SENSOR VALIDATION 473.2 A Theory of the Sensor Validation ModelThis section develops the theory that is the basis of the sensor validation al-gorithm given in Fig. 3.4.The probabilistic model for sensor validation consists of a Bayesian network asde�ned by Pearl (1988) and described in Chapter 2. That is, given a probabilitydistribution P on a set of variables V , a DAG D is a Bayesian network if Grepresents the dependency model M for a probability distribution P . For thisrepresentation, it is assumed that the model M represents strong dependenciesbetween the sensors and from which the following assumptions can be made:1. Observability: all the variables (sensors) can be measured directly 2.2. Fault detection: if there is an error in sensor X it can always be detected.This is a real fault denoted by Fr(X).3. Fault propagation: if a sensor Y has a real fault Fr(Y ), and Y 2MB(X),a fault in X will be detected. This is called an apparent fault.The previous section described the importance of a Markov blanket for the sensorvalidation algorithm. A theory is now developed by �rst de�ning a Markovblanket formally, and then presenting theorems that corresponds to steps 6(b)to 6(e) of the algorithm given in Fig. 3.4.A Markov blanket for any node X in a Bayesian network is a subset of Vwhich makes it independent from the other variables. More formally, the followingde�nes a Markov blanket of a variable.De�nition 3.1 A Markov blanket MB(X) of any variable X 2 V is a subsetS � V where X =2 S for whichI(X;S; V � S �X):2A one to one correspondence between nodes, variables, and sensors is considered.



CHAPTER 3. PROBABILISTIC SENSOR VALIDATION 48For example, in Fig. 2.1 MB(B) can be the set fA;C;Dg since it satis�esI(fBg; fA;C;Dg; fEg). Imagine now an additional node in Fig. 2.1 which is aparent of A, say K. In this case, the set fA,C,D,Kg would also be considered avalidMB(B). The following corollary [Pearl 1988] de�nes a Markov blanket thatcan be used in Bayesian networks.Corollary 3.1 In any Bayesian network, the union of the following three typesof neighbours is su�cient for forming a Markov blanket of a node X: the directparents, the direct successors of X, and all direct parents of X's direct successors(i.e., spouses).This follows from the axioms of conditional independence, the de�nition of dseparation, and the Strong completeness theorem [Geiger & Pearl 1988] presentedin Chapter 2. Although there may be other Markov blankets, only this type ofblanket is considered, and assumed in the theory below.The extended Markov blanket EMB(X) is de�ned as the union between theMarkov blanket of a variable and the variable, i.e., EMB(X) = X [MB(X).If a sensor (variable) X has a real fault and/or apparent fault then it is calleda potential fault Fp(X). The fault detection mechanism can only tell if a sensorhas a potential fault, but (without considering other sensors) it can not tell ifthe fault is real or apparent. So the central problem is to develop a theory fordistinguishing real and apparent faults, considering that one or more sensors canfail at the same time.The following two lemmas are needed in the proof of the main theorems. Theproofs will use the notation PA(X) for the parents ofX, SU(X) for the successorsof X, and SP (X) for the spouses of X.



CHAPTER 3. PROBABILISTIC SENSOR VALIDATION 49Lemma 3.1 (symmetry)Let X be a node in a Bayesian network G = (V;E) with a Markov blanket3MB(X), X 2 MB(Yi) i� Yi 2 MB(X), 8Yi 2 V . That is, X is in the Markovblanket of all the variables that are in MB(X), and it is only in these Markovblankets.Proof:First, the proof that if Y 2 MB(X) then X 2MB(Y ).Given that MB(X) = PA(X) [ SU(X) [ SP (X), then Y 2 PA(X) orY 2 SU(X) or Y 2 SP (X), so X 2 SU(Y ) or X 2 PA(Y ) or X 2 SP (Y ),respectively. In any case, X 2MB(Y ).Next, the proof that if Y =2MB(X) then X =2MB(Y ).By De�nition 3.1, I(X;MB(X); V �MB(X) � X). By the Symmetry axiom(eq. 2.14) I(V �MB(X)�X;MB(X);X):Now, if Y =2MB(X) and Y 6= X, thenY 2 V �MB(X) �X:Hence, by the Decomposition axiom (eq. 2.15)I(Yi;MB(X);X); 8 Yi 2 V �MB(X) �X:Thus X is not in MB(Y ).2Lemma 3.2 If there is an error in sensor X, it will produce a potential fault inX, and all the sensors in MB(X), and no other sensor.Proof:From assumption 2, an error in X produces a potential fault in X.3This lemma and the subsequent theorems apply to Markov blankets formed by the directparents, direct successors, and direct parents of the latter.



CHAPTER 3. PROBABILISTIC SENSOR VALIDATION 50From Lemma 3.1, X is an element of the MB of all sensors Yi 2MB(X).So by assumption 3, an error in X produces potential faults in all sensors inMB(X).Finally, from Lemma 3.1 X is not an element of any other MB, so it will notproduce a potential fault in any other sensor.2Corollary 3.2 If there is an error in sensor X with EMB(X), and also anerror in Y with EMB(Y ) they will produce potential faults in all nodes Z 2EMB(X)[EMB(Y ). In general, if there are errors in sensors Xi, i = 1; : : : ;m,they will produce potential faults in all nodes Z 2 EMB(X1) [ : : :[EMB(Xm).Corollary 3.2 follows directly from Lemma 3.2, assuming that two or moreerrors will not cancel each other (i.e., if Z 2MB(X) and Z 2MB(Y ) and both,X and Y fail, a potential fault will still be detected in Z).Given these two lemmas and corollary, the following main theorems can nowbe proved (where S is the set of potentially faulty sensors).Theorem 3.1 (Step 6(b) of algorithm)If S = EMB(X), and there is no Y 6= X such that EMB(Y ) � S, then thereis a single real fault in X.Proof (by contradiction):Suppose there is a Y 6= X such that Fr(Y ).Then, by Lemma 3.2, Fr(Z) 8Z 2 EMB(Y ). Here, since S contains all thepotential faults, there is a contradiction because there would be a Y such thatEMB(Y ) � S.2



CHAPTER 3. PROBABILISTIC SENSOR VALIDATION 51Theorem 3.2 (Step 6(c) of algorithm)If there is an error in sensor X with EMB(X), and Y 2 EMB(X) withEMB(Y ) � EMB(X), and multiple faults (more than one sensor can fail simul-taneously) are considered, then there is no distinction between Fr(X) or Fr(X)^Fr(Y ).Proof:By Lemma 3.2, Fr(X) will produce apparent faults in EMB(X).By Corollary 3.2, Fr(X)^Fr(Y ) will produce apparent faults in EMB(X)[EMB(Y ).So if EMB(Y ) � EMB(X), then EMB(X)[EMB(Y ) = EMB(X) so bothcases are indistinguishable.2Theorem 3.3 (Step 6(d) of algorithm)If there is a unique combination S = EMB(X1)[EMB(X2)[: : :[EMB(Xn)then Fr(X1) ^ Fr(X2) ^ : : : ^ Fr(Xn) can be identi�ed.Proof:A unique combination means that 8Xk 6= Xi; i = 1; : : : ; n thenEMB(Xk) 6� EMB(X1) [ EMB(X2) [ : : : [ EMB(Xn)Thus, by de�nition, S = EMB(X1) [ EMB(X2) [ : : : [ EMB(Xn) so, anadditional faulty sensor Xk implies EMB(Xk) � S, and there is a contradictionof the uniqueness condition.Now, assuming that one of the Xi is not faulty, i.e., :Xj where 1 � j � n,then by Lemma 3.2, the potential faulty set will beS = [i 6=jEMB(Xi):Since the combination is unique,EMB(Xj) 6� [i 6=jEMB(Xi)



CHAPTER 3. PROBABILISTIC SENSOR VALIDATION 52and EMB(Xj) 6� S, which is a contradiction.2Theorem 3.4 (Step 6(e) of algorithm)If the set of nodes S with apparent faults in G is di�erent from all EMB(Xi),8Xi 2 G, there must be multiple (at least 2) real faults in G. Only the sensorsXi such as EMB(Xi) � S can have real faults.Proof:From Lemma 3.2, a real fault in X produces apparent faults in and only inthe set of sensors in EMB(X).So a single fault can not produce a set S of potential faults di�erent from allEMB in G.From Corollary 3.2, the sensors whose EMB is a subset of S can be in fault,and by Lemma 3.2, only these sensors can be faulty.2The above four theorems provide the basis of the algorithm given in sec-tion 3.1. Later, in Chapter 4, the following theorem is also needed.Theorem 3.5 If there is no potential fault in sensor X with Markov blanketMB(X), then all sensors Yi, Yi 2 MB(X) have no real faults.Proof: By contradiction.Suppose a Yi is faulty. Then, by assumption 3, X will be reported faulty.2This theorem, and indeed the above theory is dependent on assumption 3 andfurther comment about this assumption is therefore necessary. The assumptionstates that if a variable has an error, then it will have a signi�cant e�ect onpredicting the variables that are dependent on it. This assumption is reasonable,as mentioned before, only if the dependencies expressed in the Bayesian networkare strong. In applying the model, a user must therefore provide a Bayesiannetwork whose dependencies are indeed strong.



CHAPTER 3. PROBABILISTIC SENSOR VALIDATION 533.3 An ExampleThe example of the gas turbine of Fig. 3.1, whose probabilistic model is shownin Fig. 3.2, was utilized to introduce the algorithm developed. This section now,describes the application of the algorithm of Fig. 3.4 for that simple case fromstep 2 onwards. Step 2 produces the EMB table given in Table 3.1. Supposesteps 3 to 5 give the results shown in Table 3.2. Then, step 6 indicates thatTable 3.2: Steps 3, 4 and 5 of the algorithm for the example of Fig. 3.1.validating result faults list Sm fails fmgt correct fmgp fails fm; pgg correct fm; pga correct fm; pgS = fm; pg = EMB(p) so it can be concluded that the real fault is in sensor p.Notice that there is no other EMB � S so according to step 6(b), it is a singlefault.As another example, suppose that t is faulty. In such a case, the potentiallyfaulty list would be S = fm; t; g; ag = EMB(t). Steps 6(c) therefore applies, i.e.,there is a real fault in t but possibly (and indistinguishable) real faults in sensorsg and a.3.4 SummaryThis chapter has presented a theory and an algorithm for probabilistic sensorvalidation. A preliminary version was presented in the paper by Ibarg�uengoytiaet al. (1996a). It starts by obtaining a probabilistic model which considers the de-pendence relationships between the sensors. Then, by probabilistic propagation,



CHAPTER 3. PROBABILISTIC SENSOR VALIDATION 54the value of a variable is estimated based on the readings of the related signals.These related signals correspond to a Markov blanket de�ned for Bayesian net-works. Then, by comparing the result of the probabilistic validation, with theMarkov blankets of all the sensors, it is possible to distinguish between real andapparent faults as described in section 3.2.However, notice that this algorithm returns an answer only after all the sensorshave been validated.



Chapter 4ANY TIME SENSORVALIDATIONThe previous chapter described the approach to sensor validation taken in thisthesis. Briey, it works by modelling the relations among the sensors in a processand estimating the value of each sensor by probabilistic propagation. Then, theestimated and the real value are compared to detect a potential fault. Since thiscomparison can not distinguish between real and apparent faults, a fault isolationphase is used.However, the sensor validation process described in Chapter 3 works in batchmode, i.e., no intermediate results are available, and no attempt is made toestimate the quality of the result. For a real time application, these characteristicsare inadequate. By de�nition, a real time system is one where the correctnessof a system depends not only on the logical result of the computation but alsoon the time at which the results are produced [Stankovic 1988]. Usually, realapplications possess a time limit by which some actions must be performed.This chapter describes how the algorithm developed in Chapter 3 is extendedso that it is more appropriate for real time applications. Section 4.1 providesthe context for this chapter by summarizing some previous work that combines55



CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 56AI with real time systems. Speci�cally, it introduces any time algorithms, thetechnique used in this thesis for developing a more appropriate sensor validationalgorithm for real time applications. Next, section 4.2 develops the main partsof the any time sensor validation algorithm. Finally, section 4.3 presents andcomments on the resultant any time sensor validation algorithm, and section 4.4summarizes this chapter.4.1 Any Time AlgorithmsReal time and arti�cial intelligence techniques started to be combined in the1980s. One of the �rst surveys exploring the consequences of this combinationwas made by La�ey et al. (1988). They discussed the challenges of real timeexpert systems and described the problems that needed to be solved, e.g., atimely response, uncertainty management, continuous operation, interface to theexternal environment via sensors and actuators, etc. More recently, Strosnider &Paul (1994) presented their structured view of real time problem solving, struc-turing the problem space and the search process to reduce the variations of theproblem in order to produce solutions within the time available. In another recentstudy, Musliner et al. (1995) described their view of the challenges of real timeAI. They considered the following three basic approaches: (i) embedding AI intoa real time system, (ii) embedding real time reactions into an AI system, and (iii)coupling AI and real time subsystems in a cooperative environment. Examplesof applications in these categories include the following.A real time multi tasking knowledge based system. This fully integratedreal time multi tasking KBS approach [Grelinger & Morizet-Mahoudeaux1992] adds expert system capabilities to a real time multi tasking kernelin a way that aims to achieve two main goals: (i) maintain the power of



CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 57knowledge representation schemes, and (ii) maintain the e�ciency of realtime software.CROPS5. Concurrent real time OPS5 [Paul et al. 1991] architecture is a modi-�cation of Carnegie Mellon's rule based system OPS5 that enables real timereactions to be handled. It provides predictable low variance primitives forproblem solving, and provides features which facilitate easy integration intoreal time operating environments.CIRCA. This is a cooperative intelligent real time control architecture [Muslineret al. 1993]. This architecture separates an AI subsystem and a real timesubsystem (RTS). The AI subsystem reasons about task level problems thatrequire its powerful but unpredictable reasoning methods. The RTS uses itspredictable performance characteristics to deal with control level problemsthat require guaranteed response times.By their very nature, embedded approaches are closely tied to the applicationin which they reside. Hence, since this thesis aims to develop a more genericapproach, the coupling architecture is more appropriate.Given any of the above approaches, the main problem in a real time systemis to return an answer in time for it to be used. One direction of work that aimsto achieve this goal is the development of any time algorithms. This term wasinitially used by Dean in his research about time dependent planning [Dean &Boddy 1988]. At the same time, Horvitz (1987) proposed the name of exiblecomputation for this any time mechanism. Any time algorithms are those thatcan be interrupted at any point during computation, and return an answer whosevalue increases as it is allocated additional time [Boddy & Dean 1994]. However,how can this value be measured in a speci�c application? The literature containsdescriptions of di�erent dimensions that have been proposed as metrics [Stros-nider & Paul 1994, Zilberstein & Russell 1996]:



CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 58Certainty. This metric reects the degree of certainty in the results of the al-gorithm. This metric can be expressed as the probability of the result beingcorrect.Accuracy. This metric reects the degree of accuracy in the results of the al-gorithm. This metric can be used when the exact solution is known, andthe di�erence from the exact solution can be calculated. This error shoulddecrease as the computation time increases.Speci�city. This metric reects the level of detail in the solution. In this case,an any time algorithm always produces correct results, but the level of detailis increased over time.Performance pro�les represent the expected value of these metrics for a givenprocedure as a function of time. In other words, performance pro�les characterizethe quality of an algorithm's output as a function of computation time. Figure 4.1illustrates three cases of performance pro�les [Zilberstein & Russell 1996], [Dean& Boddy 1988]:
(a) (b) (c)

qq q q

t t tFigure 4.1: Examples of performance pro�les. (a) a standard or one shot al-gorithm. (b) an ideal, exponential precision algorithm, and (c) a more realisticpro�le for an any time algorithm in practice.Figure 4.1(a) shows a standard or one shot algorithm where the system pro-duces no answer until a certain time, and then produces the answer with abounded precision. Figure 4.1(b) shows an ideal any time algorithm whose an-swer has exponential and increasing precision. Finally, Fig. 4.1(c) presents amore realistic pro�le for an any time algorithm in practice. Clearly, all these



CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 59types of performance pro�les are special cases of a superclass that can be de�nedas monotonic improvement, i.e., the quality of its intermediate results does notdecrease as more time is spent to produce the result. Chapter 6 presents a moreextensive description of the current use of any time algorithms in the real timearti�cial intelligence community and speci�cally in probabilistic reasoning. Thenext section develops the any time algorithm for the sensor validation problem.4.2 Any Time Sensor Validation AlgorithmAny time sensor validation implies that the knowledge about the state of thesensors (faulty or correct) becomes more certain and complete as time progresses.Certainty about the state of a sensor refers to the degree of belief in the correctnessof a sensor, and completeness is characterized by the number of sensors from whichthe state is known. Thus, it is required to be able to monitor the state of thesensors during all the validation process. This is done through a vector whoseelements Pf (si) represent the probabilities of failure for the sensors si. Given thatthe any time validation process needs to be cyclic, the top level of the algorithmcan take the form shown in Fig. 4.2.1. Initialize Pf (si) for all sensors si.2. While there are unvalidated sensors do:(a) choose the next sensor to validate(b) validate it(c) update the probability of failure vector Pf(d) measure the quality of the partial responseFigure 4.2: Top level of the any time sensor validation algorithm.This algorithm contains �ve main steps or functions: (i) initialization, (ii)



CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 60choosing the next sensor to validate, (iii) validating a single sensor, (iv) isolatingthe failure, i.e., updating the probability of failures, and (v) measuring the qualityof the partial response. Step (iii), validating a single sensor, was already presentedand discussed in Chapter 3.Before describing the other steps, it is worth mentioning the author's previousattempt from which the any time sensor validation algorithm presented below hasevolved [Ibarg�uengoytia et al. 1996b, Ibarg�uengoytia et al. 1997]. The intuitionthat the sensor with the largest Markov blanket provides more information wasused to decide which sensor to select next. Also, potentially faulty sensors werepreferred over other sensors in order to isolate the fault as soon as possible.Although the empirical results obtained in these earlier attempts were fairly good,the lack of a theoretical basis for the heuristics prompted the development of thealgorithm whose steps are described below.4.2.1 InitializationThe probability of failure of a new sensor is small. As it becomes older and de-pending on the manufacturing process, the probability of failure may increase.The inclusion of these aspects in order to initialize the model would complicatethe generation of the model and its utilization. So, in a trade o� between ex-pressivity and e�ciency, the mechanism proposed here considers the executionof this algorithm as an independent cycle. A cycle is de�ned as the validation ofall sensors in the system independently of previous cycles of the history of theprocess. Future extensions of the work could aim to utilize the extra knowledgeprovided by the sensor's manufacturers (see Chapter 7). Thus, for a given cycle,the initialization is based on the assumption of ignorance [Neapolitan 1990] aboutthe chances of failure of all the sensors, i.e., Pf (si) = 12 for i = 1; : : : ; n.



CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 614.2.2 Selection of next sensor: Use of information theoryThis section develops a mathematical model for choosing the best sensor to valid-ate given the history of the validation process and the current state of the system.Also, the model proposed here will be used for measuring the quality of the re-sponse in order to obtain the performance pro�le of the validation algorithm.The central idea is that the validation of a sensor provides some information andalso, extra information can be inferred. Therefore, a measure of the informationthat a single validation produces is required. A de�nition of the expected amountof information that an event produces was �rst proposed by Shannon and usedin communication theory [Shannon & Weaver 1949], and then utilized in applic-ations like machine learning [Quinlan 1986]. Shannon proposed the followingde�nitions.De�nition 4.1 Given a �nite probability distributionpi � 0 for (i = 1; : : : ; n), and Pn pi = 1Shannon's entropy measure is de�ned asHn = Hn(p1; : : : ; pn) = � nXi=1 pilog2pi (4.1)Thus, the entropy measures the related number of bits required to store theinformation. For example, in a coin tossing experiment, the entropy is de�nedas: H(p(head); p(tail)) = H(12 ; 12) = �12log2 12 � 12log2 12 = 1This means that only one bit of information is enough for storing all the inform-ation of the experiment: head/tail.Since the validation of a sensor s has two possible outcomes, as in the cointossing experiment, the entropy function H(s) is then de�ned as:H(s) = 8><>: 0 if p = 0 or p = 1�plog2(p)� (1� p)log2(1� p) otherwise (4.2)



CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 62where p represents the probability of failure of the sensor. Notice that the ex-pression plog2(p) = 0 when p = 1 but it is unde�ned when p = 0. However, sinceplog2(p) tends to zero as p tends to zero, the values de�ned in equation 4.2 canbe safely assumed. Figure 4.3 shows the behaviour of the function [Pratt 1994].Notice that it has its maximumwhen p = 12 , i.e., when the ignorance is maximum,and it is zero when either p = 0 or p = 1, i.e., when the information is maximumand ignorance is minimum. This function can be considered either as a measure
Figure 4.3: Entropy as a function of p.of the information provided by an experiment, or as a measure of the uncertaintyin the experiment's outcome. Thus, considering each single sensor validation asan experiment, this function can be used to measure the amount of informationprovided by that validation. Then, the average amount of information for thesystem can be de�ned as follows:ENT (s1; : : : ; sn) = 1n nXi=1H(si) (4.3)= �1n nXi=1 Pf (si)log2Pf (si) + (1� Pf (si))log2(1 � Pf (si))= �2n nXi=1 Pf (si)log2Pf (si) (4.4)where n is the number of sensors in the system S, and Pf (si) represents thecurrent probability of failure value assigned to sensor si. Notice that the vectorwhose elements are Pf (si) provides a measure of the certainty in the validationwhile the sum of n individual entropies provides a speci�city measure of the result.



CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 63Given this measure, the any time sensor validation algorithm needs to selecta sensor that gives the best improvement in the average entropy of the system.Hence the following conditional version of equation 4.3 can be writtenENT (S j X) = ENT (S j x = correct) + ENT (S j x = faulty)= 1n �XH(si j x = correct) +XH(si j x = faulty)� : (4.5)This function can be evaluated for each sensor and the one which gives the mostinformation (the minimum ENT (S j X)) can be selected as the next sensor tobe validated.The computation suggested by the above formulae could be too expensive fora real time sensor validation process. To overcome this problem, this thesis precompiles the sensor selection mechanism as follows. The above formulae are usedto select the sensor, sr which gives the most information. This selected sensorforms the root of a binary decision tree. A fault is simulated in this sensor andthe formulae are again used to select the next sensor sr�. Then, the root sr isassumed to be correct, and the formulae are used to select the sensor sr+ in thiscase. This results in the partial decision tree shown in Fig. 4.4. This process is����sr� ����sr ����sr+JJJĴ



�Figure 4.4: Partial decision tree.repeated recursively on the nodes sr� and sr+ to obtain a complete decision tree,so that each path in the tree includes all the sensors.As an example, consider the network shown in Fig. 4.5. This process resultsin the decision tree shown in Fig. 4.6.
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����m����t ����p���� AAAU����g ���� AAAU����aFigure 4.5: A reduced Bayesian network of a gas turbine.
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CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 65This decision tree can be used to select the next sensor more e�ciently inreal time than by performing the calculations. Thus, the selection step of thealgorithm of Fig. 4.2 consists of simply traversing the tree one level after everysingle sensor validation. The cycle starts at the root, and the decision tree pointsto the next node in the tree according to the result of validating the currentsensor. Notice that the binary tree for n sensors contains n levels and up to 2n�1nodes1. Then, if a system has 21 sensors, the binary tree would require 1,048,575nodes, and assuming 10 bytes per node this tree requires more than 10 Mbytesof memory. This is a typical example of a trade o� between the computing timeand memory usage in a real time system.To accommodate situations when memory is short, and only single faults areconsidered, this thesis proposes an alternative approach to the pre compilation ofthe decision tree. This considers the sequence of validations when single faults aresimulated in all the sensors of the system. Of course, the case of no faults at allmust also be considered. Table 4.1 presents the valid trajectories followed in thecase of failures (�rst column) of the example of Fig 4.5. The plus sign representsthe correct validations while the minus sign represents a faulty condition in thesensor. The �rst sensor to validate is always t since it has the lowest conditionalTable 4.1: Trajectories of validation in the case of single faults. The + representsthe validation as correct while - represents a fault in the sensor.case �rst second third fourth �fthno fault t+ m+ p+ g+ a+m t� m� p� g+ a+t t� m� p+ g� a�p t+ m� g+ p� a+g t� m+ g� a+ p+a t� m+ g+ p+ a�entropy. The �rst row indicates the case of no failures. The second row presents1The exact number is (2n � 1)� 2n�2.



CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 66the sequence of validation when m is simulated as faulty. Here, all m0sEMB willbe faulty. Representing the information of Table 4.1 in a decision tree results ina pruned tree with n levels and at most n � (n + 1) nodes as shown in Fig. 4.7.This is because only the rows in Table 4.1 would be trajectories in the tree fromthe root to the leaves.
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- -Figure 4.7: Reduced decision tree.Notice the sequence of validations when no fault is found, i.e. t, m, p, gand a, which corresponds speci�cally to the right hand branch in Fig. 4.7. Thistrajectory is considered as default when an invalid sequence is found. For example,suppose that the sequence is: t correct, and m faulty. According to Fig. 4.7 thenext sensor to validate is g but the tree only considers a valid trajectory when gis correct. If g is faulty, then the default trajectory would be followed (p wouldbe the next node in this example).4.2.3 Fault isolationChapter 3 presented an algorithm for the isolation of one or more failures inthe sensors. Briey, a comparison is made between the set of potentially faultysensors with the table of extended Markov blankets of all the sensors. Whena match is found, a real fault is determined. However, the set of potentially



CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 67faulty sensors is obtained after all the sensors have been validated. Therefore, inorder to extend that algorithm for any time behaviour, a di�erent mechanism fordistinguishing real faults from apparent ones is required. This new mechanismprovides, as the output of the isolation phase, a vector with the probability of areal fault in all the sensors. This vector is re�ned incrementally in time, so theany time behaviour can be achieved.The any time fault isolation process is based on the relationship between realand apparent faults. There are two situations that arise: (i) the existence of areal fault causes an apparent fault (as shown in Fig. 4.8(a)), and (ii) one apparentfault is the manifestation of several possible real faults (as shown in Fig. 4.8(b)).
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� (a) (b)Figure 4.8: Causal relation between real faults (R) and apparent (A) faults rep-resented as nodes.In both �gures, the relation between root nodes and leaf nodes is the same asthe extended Markov blanket (EMB) of a sensor. Considering all the sensors, acausal model relating the real and apparent faults can therefore be obtained fromthe Bayesian network (in fact, the EMB table is su�cient to build this network).In the �rst level (roots), the nodes represent the events of real failure in everysensor. Then, the second level (leaves) is formed by nodes representing apparentfailures in all the sensors. Arcs are included between every root node, and thecorresponding nodes of the extended Markov blanket. For example, the causalnetwork shown in Fig. 4.9 can be obtained directly from the Bayesian network



CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 68of the gas turbine given in Fig. 4.5. Thus, the consequences of observing an
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cmt
cmmFigure 4.9: Probabilistic causal model for fault isolation. Ri represents a realfault in sensor i while Aj represents an apparent fault in sensor j.apparent fault can be propagated in the causal network in order to obtain theprobabilities of a real fault in all the sensors.The network of Fig. 4.9 is multiply connected since several root nodes shareleaf nodes. This would produce loops in the propagation algorithm of singly con-nected networks. Hence, the propagation method of trees of cliques presented inChapter 2 is utilized. The adoption of this technique requires: (i) the speci�c-ation of the prior and conditional probabilities, and (ii) the speci�cation of thetree of cliques.In general, O(2n) conditional probabilities would be required (for a node withn parents). However, the Peng & Reggia (1987) causal model can be adoptedhere. As described in Chapter 2, two assumptions need to hold in order to usethis model.1. No apparent fault occurs without being caused by some real fault (account-ability).2. If an apparent fault Aj is a consequence of two real faults R1 and R2,then the inhibition of the occurrence of Aj under R1 is independent of themechanisms of inhibition of Aj under R2 (exception independence).The accountability assumption holds by the way the model is constructed,i.e., a sensor is apparently faulty only if there is a fault in its MB. The exception



CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 69independence assumption is concerned about a rare situation for this particularmodel. The relationship between the real and apparent faults is obtained from aBayesian network in which the dependencies are assumed to be strong. Hence, theprobability of a real fault not resulting in an apparent fault is small. Further, themechanism by which a real fault in one sensor does not result in an apparent faultis even less likely to be dependent on another real fault. Hence, given that theseassumptions are reasonable, the conditional probability matrix can be calculatedby utilizing equation 2.46. That is, the only parameter required is de�ned as:cij = 1� qij = P (Aj j Ri only):In the case of the sensor validation problem, in an ideal case, all the parameterscij � 1. Of course, these values can be obtained by simulation from the data ifthe problem is expected to depart from this ideal case. That is, according tothe theory developed in Chapter 3, when a real fault Ri is present, it will alwayscause the apparent fault Aj (assuming that there is an arc from Ri to Aj).The second problem, that of specifying the tree of cliques is addressed asfollows. In general, following the procedure of Fig. 2.6 will provide a valid treeof cliques representing the original network. However, in the case of the causalnetwork shown in Fig. 4.9, the cliques can be deduced directly. Figure 4.10 showsthe �ve cliques deduced after the moralization and triangulation process. The
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RpFigure 4.10: Cliques obtained from the network in Fig. 4.9.cliques can be formed by relating each one of the leaves with all its parents. This



CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 70condition always holds in this kind of network, i.e., two level causal networks2.Now, numerating the nodes (as described in Chapter 2) from the left of Fig. 4.9,i.e., starting with node Rm, produces the following clique numbering:Clq1 = fRt; Rg; AggClq2 = fRm; Rt; Rg; Ra; AtgClq3 = fRt; Ra; AagClq4 = fRm; Rt; Rp; AmgClq5 = fRm; Rp; Apg (4.6)This ordering produces the tree of cliques shown in Fig. 4.11. The root is Clq1
Clq1

Clq5

Clq2

Clq3 Clq4Figure 4.11: Tree of cliques obtained from the network in Fig. 4.9.and obviously Clq2 follows as a child. To decide the location of Clq3 to Clq5,equation 2.36 is applied as follows:Clq3 \ fRm; Rt; Rg; Ra; At; Agg � Clq2Clq4 \ fRm; Rt; Rg; Ra; At; Ag; Aag � Clq22Since the moralization process relate all the parents of a leave node, this clique becomescomplete and maximal as established in the de�nition of cliques of Chapter 2.



CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 71Clq5 \ fRm; Rt; Rp; Rg; Ra; Am; At; Ag; Aag � Clq4 (4.7)Finally, the cliques are initialized with the information of the original network.That is, the prior probability of all the root nodes in the original model is 0.5(the ignorance assumption of section 4.2.1) and the parameters cij = 0:99 for all1 � i; j �number of nodes.Having described how real and apparent faults can be related, the fault isol-ation model can now be summarized. It receives as an input, a validated sensorwith its detected state (faulty or correct) and updates the probability of failureof all the sensors. It does this by instantiating the value of the correspondingapparent node and using a propagation algorithm to obtain the posterior prob-abilities of the real faulty nodes. A vector Pf of these posterior probabilitiesrepresents the current state of knowledge about the sensors, and can be viewedas the output of the system at any time. For example, assuming a fault in g inthe network of Fig. 4.5, produces the sequence of values of the probability vectoras shown in Table 4.2.Table 4.2: Example of the values of the probability vector Pf .Step Pf (m) Pf (t) Pf (p) Pf (g) Pf (a)t = faulty 0.534 0.534 0.5 0.534 0.534m = correct 0.013 0.013 0.009 0.663 0.663g = faulty 0.009 0.019 0.009 0.99 0.502a = correct 0.009 0.0 0.009 0.999 0.009p = correct 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.999 0.009A more complete example of the case study can be found in Appendix A.



CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 724.2.4 Quality measureSection 4.1 presented the proposed dimensions in which the quality of an answercan be speci�ed: certainty, accuracy, and speci�city. The question now is, are allthese measures applicable to the sensor validation algorithm? and if so, how arethey interpreted? In a previous attempt at developing an any time sensor val-idation algorithm [Ibarg�uengoytia et al. 1997], the following measure was used.Suppose there are four lists: a list FL with the number of real, detected faultysensors; a list CL with the real correct sensors, and lists PFL, PCL for poten-tially faulty and correct sensors respectively. Thus, a quality function q may takethe following form:q(F;C; PF; PC) = �FL+ �CL+ PFL+ �PCL (4.8)where �; �; ; � are weights given to the number of sensors in each one of the listsF;C; PF; PC. For example, a function with, (�; �; ; �) = (10,10,2,2) assigns �vetimes more quality to an answer with more sensors in the F and C lists than inthe potential lists. Another application may give greater weight to the real faultsand utilize (�; �; ; �) = (20,5,1,1). That is, such a measure requires deciding theweights depending on the application.A better measure that is independent of the application and that naturallycombines the measures described in section 4.1 is the average entropy of thesensors given in equation 4.3. That is, if the current quality measure is:Q(s1; : : : ; sn) = �1n nXi=1 Pf (si)log2Pf (si) + (1� Pf (si))log2(1 � Pf (si)) (4.9)then, the reported quality function is calculated with the formula:Q = Qmax �QcurrentQmax (4.10)where Qmax is the maximum value of the quality measure (i.e., n, the numberof nodes). Notice that this measure captures both the certainty and speci�city



CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 73measures of any time algorithms. It captures certainty since the probabilities ofthe sensors are used, and speci�city since all the sensors are combined to givean average. Figure 4.12 shows the performance pro�le obtained with this qualitymeasure for the example of Fig 4.5. -6 (a) time1.0 -6 (b) time1.0
Figure 4.12: Performance pro�le describing the combination of certainty andspeci�city in one parameter against time. (a) without failure, (b) with a simulatedfailure in sensor g.Again, since it is expensive to compute this quality function Q at every stepof the validation, and since this entropy average can be calculated in the o�line mode, a node of the decision tree of Fig. 4.6 includes the quality measureduntil the corresponding validation step. Additionally, since the entropy and thequality values require the computation of the probability of failure, then theseprobabilities are also stored in a node of the pre compiled binary decision tree.Thus, the binary tree performs: the selection of the next sensor, the currentprobability of failure vector, and provides the current quality provided by thealgorithm. Figure 4.13 describes the �elds of information in one node of thebinary decision tree where ptr OK represents the pointer to the next node whenthe current sensor is correct, and ptr FL to the next when faulty. This allows thealgorithm to perform in a time appropriate for real time applications. The nextsection summarizes and comments on the resultant any time sensor validationalgorithm.



CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 74'& $%�� ��current sensor�� ��Quality value�� ��Pf (s1); Pf (s2); : : : ; Pf (sn)�� ��ptr OK �� ��ptr FLFigure 4.13: Format of a node of the pre compiled binary decision tree.4.3 The Complete AlgorithmThe above section described the basis of the steps of the any time sensor validationalgorithm in some detail. This section brings together the above material andpresents the whole algorithm in one place. Figure 4.14 presents the top level ofthe algorithm.The initialization step is carried out o� line, i.e., these are calculations thatcan last as long as they need. Their function is to keep the in line process runningon an any time basis. This step obtains:� the binary tree for the selection of the next sensor to validate, and� the current quality measure.With this information, and according to the layered structure presented inChapter 1, this algorithm can be interrupted at any time yielding a partial res-ult. This result is quali�ed by the quality function so that an operator or thehigher layers may decide whether to stop the process and take urgent action. Forexample, if the algorithm indicates the presence of a fault, and the quality func-tion reaches 80 %, it signi�es that enough certainty and speci�city are availablein order to start corrective action, i.e., to notify the control system to ignore afaulty sensor.Notice that, unlike the algorithm presented in Chapter 3, the algorithm of
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Any time sensor validation algorithm.Input: The Bayesian network.Output: The vector of probabilities of failure and thequality measure, visible at any time.� Initialization{ Obtain the EMB table from the Bayesian net-work.{ Construct the causal model relating the realand apparent faults by using the Bayesian net-work.{ Pre compile the selection criteria to obtain thedecision tree.� Do continuously{ Initialize the prior probabilities of failure.{ While there exist unvalidated sensors do1. Select the next sensor using the decisiontree.2. Validate it.3. Update the vector that records the prob-ability of failure and quality function.Figure 4.14: Complete version of the any time sensor validation algorithm.



CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 76Fig 4.14 can be combined with the real time higher layers under a real timeoperating system.Figures 4.15 and 4.16, give the pre compilation process that provides thedecision tree for selecting the next sensor. Figure 4.15 presents the algorithmfor producing the complete binary tree (as in Fig. 4.6), and Fig. 4.16 gives thealgorithm that produces the pruned decision tree (as in Fig. 4.7).Pre compilation procedure (complete version).Input: The set of unvalidated sensors S.Output: The decision tree DT .� If S is empty, return the empty tree.� Select a sensors si from S that gives the most in-formation.� Set the apparent node for si in the causal model toa fault.� Propagate the probabilities.� Let DTleft be the decision tree obtained recurs-ively for the sensors S � fsig.� Set the apparent node for si in the causal model ascorrect.� Propagate the probabilities.� Let DTright be the decision tree obtained recurs-ively for the sensors S � fsig.� Return a decision tree DT whose left subtreeis DTleft, whose right subtree is DTright, andwhose root is si.Figure 4.15: Complete pre compilation procedure.The in line process runs continuously in a cyclic manner. Figures 4.17 and



CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 77Pre compilation procedure (reduced version).Input: The set S of sensors, and the EMB table of allthe sensors.Output: The decision tree DTr.� If S is empty, return the empty tree.� Let table be a sequence that is initially empty.� Repeat for every single failure in sensor sj and forno failures.{ While there exists unvalidated sensors do:� Select the sensors si from S that gives themost information.� If si is in the EMB(sj) then consider itas faulty, otherwise consider it correct.� Add si and its state to the jth entry of thetable.� For all the sequences in the table do{ While there are sensors in the sequence� Follow the decision tree DTr until a nullpointer in the tree is found.� Create a new node with the current sensor(as shown in Fig. 4.13) in DTr and sub-stitute the found null pointer with thepointer to the new node.� Return a decision tree DTr.Figure 4.16: Reduced pre compilation procedure.



CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 784.18 describe the validation and isolation functions in more detail.Function validate.Input: A node a.Output: Either correct or faulty.� Instantiate all nodes except a.� Propagate probabilities and obtain a posteriorprobability distribution of a.� Read real value of sensor represented by a.� If P (real value) � p value then return(correct),where p value is a speci�ed threshold.� Else return(faulty).Figure 4.17: Description of the validation process.4.4 SummaryThis chapter has presented the development of the any time sensor validationalgorithm. First, it introduced the any time algorithms as the technique utilizedin this thesis for making the sensor validation algorithm appropriate for realtime applications. Summarizing, the any time algorithm consists of the followingoperations (Fig. 4.2):1. choose the next sensor to validate,2. validate it,3. update the probability of failure vector Pf , and4. measure the quality of the partial response.



CHAPTER 4. ANY TIME SENSOR VALIDATION 79Function isolateInput: A sensor n and the state of sensor n.Output: The vector Pf (sensors).� Instantiate the apparent fault node correspondingto n with the indicated state.� Propagate probabilities and obtain the posteriorprobabilities of all the Real fault nodes.� Update vector Pf (sensors).Figure 4.18: Description of the isolation process.The selection of the next sensor to validate, and the quality function, utilizeShannon's entropy function for calculating the amount of information that everyvalidation provides. The validation utilizes probability propagation in trees, whileupdating the vector Pf uses propagation in a probabilistic causal model.Finally, this chapter has presented the complete sensor validation algorithm.The algorithm has been implemented in C. The results of the experiments withreal data from the temperature sensors of a thermoelectrical power plant arepresented in the next chapter.



Chapter 5EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSChapter 3 developed the theory for probabilistic sensor validation based on aMarkov blanket property. That chapter also developed an algorithm that com-pares the list of apparent faults against the extended Markov blanket (EMB) inorder to distinguish the real and the apparent faults. In applying the model,practice may deviate from the ideal theory and practical considerations coulda�ect the accuracy of the results. In particular, the following points should benoted:1. It may not be possible to obtain a dependency model that is complete andvery accurate.2. The criteria for mapping from the expected value and the actual reading tofcorrect; faultyg (described in section 3.1) could a�ect the accuracy of theresults. For instance, if a sensor is only considered to be faulty if it deviatesa long way from its expected behaviour, then almost all sensors detected asfaulty will really be faulty but there will also be many faulty sensors thatare not detected.Another signi�cant part of the thesis is the development of the any time sensorvalidation algorithm in Chapter 4. An important part of the any time algorithm80



CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 81was the development of the theory that selects the next sensor that maximisedthe information gained. A fair question is:does this selection policy result in a better quality answer more quicklyin practice?This chapter carries out an empirical evaluation of the core model and the anytime algorithm. The chapter is organized as follows.� Section 5.1 explains the application domain. That is, where the sensorsto be validated are located, how they provide information and how thatinformation is processed from raw data to obtain the probabilistic modelexpressed as a Bayesian tree.� Section 5.2 describes the architecture of the implemented system and testenvironment.� Section 5.3 presents the results of evaluating the accuracy of the model andthe e�ect of the criteria for deciding if a sensor is faulty.� Section 5.4 presents an evaluation of the any time sensor validation al-gorithm and presents the resultant performance pro�le of the system5.1 Application DomainThe sensor validation algorithm was evaluated by applying it to the validationof temperature sensors of the gas turbine at the G�omez Palacio power plant inM�exico. This is an interesting application of these techniques for many reasons.For example, since a functional model of the temperatures of a turbine is di�cultto obtain, it is a good candidate for probabilistic methods. Also, the size of thisproblem makes it ideal for testing the development of the theory and algorithm.
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blade pathFigure 5.1: Simpli�ed schematic diagram of a gas turbine.Figure 5.1 shows a simpli�ed diagram of a gas turbine. The combustion chamberreceives air and gas in a speci�c proportion to produce high pressure gases at hightemperature. These gases produce the rotation that moves the generator. Thus,the temperature is considered the most important parameter in the operation ofthe turbine since it performs more optimally at higher temperatures. However,a little increase in the temperature, over a permitted value, may cause severedamage. The distributed control system that governs the plant is continuouslymonitoring these signals in order to correct any deviation of the process. In thecase of an illegal increase of a temperature parameter, the plant is stopped andtaken to a safe state. Conversely, an error in a sensor's measure may cause anunnoticed increase of the temperature, or may result in an unnecessary shut down.The consequences of the former can be severe damage to the equipment and evenhuman fatalities, and the latter could result in loss of time and fuel. Figure 5.1shows the physical location of some of the temperature sensors used in the turbine.It shows six sensors across the beadings of the shaft (CH1; CH2; : : : ; CH6), threesensors on the turbine blades (EM1, EM2 and EM3), and two sensors of thetemperature of the exciter air (AX1 and AX2). The experiments were carriedout over a set of 21 sensors (though not all are shown in Fig. 5.1). These sensorscan be grouped into the following sets of measurements:� 6 beadings (CH1 - CH6),� 7 disk cavities (CA1 - CA7),



CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 83� 1 cavities air cooling (AEF),� 2 exciter air (AX1 - AX2),� 3 blade paths (EM1 - EM3), and� 2 lub oil (AL1 - AL2).The instrumentation of the plant provides the readings of all the sensors everysecond. The data set utilized in the experiments corresponds to the temperaturereadings taken during approximately the �rst 15 minutes after the start of thecombustion. That corresponds to the start up phase of the plant, where thethermodynamic conditions change considerably. Therefore, the data set consistsof 21 variables and 870 instances of the readings.The �rst step in using the sensor validation algorithm is to provide a depend-ency model. A dependency model for the temperatures was obtained by utilizingan automatic learning program that uses the algorithm described in Chapter 2[Sucar et al. 1995]. Figure 5.2 shows the tree obtained with this data set. Notice
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AX1Figure 5.2: Bayesian network for this application.that the dependencies can be explained as the propagation of heat from the centre



CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 84of the turbine (CH4) to the extremes. CH4 is the measure of the beading tem-perature which is closer to the combustion chamber, and can be modelled asthe tree's root, i.e., the variable which causes the other variable's heating. Thisexplanation is an intuitive interpretation of the resultant probabilistic model interms of causality.Table 5.1 shows the extended Markov blankets of all the sensors correspond-ing to the model of Fig. 5.2. Notice (in Table 5.1) that all the extended MarkovTable 5.1: EMB of all sensors in the application example.CH4 fCH4,CH1,CH3,CA6,CH6,EM1,EM2,EM3,CA4,AX2gCH1 fCH4,CH1gCH3 fCH4,CH3,CH2gCH2 fCH3,CH2gCH6 fCH4,CH6,CH5,CA7,AL1,AL2gCH5 fCH6,CH5gCA4 fCH4,CA4,AEF,CA3,CA5gAEF fCA4,AEF,CA2,AX1gCA2 fAEF,CA2,CA1gCA1 fCA2,CA1gCA3 fCA4,CA3gCA5 fCA4,CA5gCA6 fCH4,CA6gCA7 fCH6,CA7gAX1 fAEF,AX1gAX2 fCH4,AX2gEM1 fCH4,EM1gEM2 fCH4,EM2gEM3 fCH4,EM3gAL1 fCH6,AL1gAL2 fCH6,AL2gblankets are di�erent. This implies that all the single failures can be distinguishedaccording to the theory of Chapter 3. The exception to this rule is the undistin-guishable single fault or double fault between the leaves and their parents. Forexample, a fault in CH3 and a double fault in CH3 and CH2 produces the same



CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 85set of apparent faults.According to section 2.6, in addition to the structure of a tree t, the modelalso requires the prior probability of the root CH4 and the conditional probabil-ities of the other nodes given their parents. However, the propagation techniquesdescribed in Chapter 2 apply only to discrete valued variables, but the temper-ature signals are continuous values. Hence, a discretization process is required.This discretization is achieved by simply dividing the range of values of a sensorinto a �xed number of intervals:maximum value�minimum valuenumber of intervals (5.1)More sophisticated approaches are available [Dougherty et al. 1995] accordingto the precision required and depending on the computational cost that is ac-ceptable. Additionally, some work is being done on the utilization of continuousvariables as nodes in Bayesian networks when the application strongly requiresit [Driver & Morrell 1995]. For simplicity, the experiments are carried out with10 intervals for the discretization. This number produces a matrix of conditionalprobabilities of 100 parameters per dependency, so a discretization with more in-tervals would result in an exponential increase in the space and computing powerrequired.As a more detailed note, it might be worth mentioning that in order to fa-cilitate the operations of the discretized values, the minimum, maximum values,and the number of intervals were adjusted so that the division in equation 5.1results in an integer. For example, the extreme values for sensor CH4 are 73.04and 124.47, but they are adjusted to 71 and 126 in order to have 11 intervals of5 degrees wide (instead of 10 intervals of 5.14).



CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 865.2 Test EnvironmentIn order to evaluate the sensor validation model, a test environment was designedand implemented. The environment was written in C++ and compiled in Mi-crosoft Visual C++, version 2.0. It utilized the QuickWin application platformunder Windows 3.11. The hardware consists of a Pentium 120MHz PC with16Mbytes of RAM memory. Figure 5.3 gives a block diagram of the implementedtest environment. The initial input (at the left) is the data set obtained from thepower plant. With this data set, the automatic learning program provides thestructure of the network in a �le.str. Speci�cally, that program executed steps 1to 5 of the learning algorithm described in section 2.6. The �le.str provides thenodes and the arcs that form the Bayesian tree. This �le also includes the ex-treme values of each variable, and the number of intervals for discretization. The
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Figure 5.3: Schematic diagram of the test environment.main modules of the test environment are the o� line and the in line modules.The o� line module has three main functions.



CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 871. It separates the original data set into two random subsets: the training dataset (file:tst) and the instantiation data set (file:ins). The training dataset is utilized for calculating the prior and conditional probabilities of theinitial probabilistic model. The instantiation data set is utilized to simulatethe process of the gas turbine.2. It generates a table with the extended Markov blankets of all the sensors(�le.emb as illustrated in Table 5.1).3. It generates the complete probabilistic model in file:mod. This is a �lewith the structure of the tree and the prior and conditional probabilities,i.e., P tP in the notation of section 2.6.The scheduler module implements the pre compilation procedure described inFig. 4.15 or 4.16. Based on the EMB table, and depending on the memoryavailable in the system, this module designs a complete decision tree as in Fig. 4.6,or a reduced decision tree as in Fig. 4.7. Since the model consists of 21 sensors,the reduced decision tree was used for the experiments below. The in line moduleis an implementation of the any time sensor validation algorithm described in thecontinuous loop of Fig. 4.14. Speci�cally, it performs the following two functions:1. the validation step as presented in Fig. 4.17, and2. the isolation step as presented in Fig. 4.18.As indicated in Chapter 4, the isolation module continuously updates the vectorof probability of failure of all the sensors. This vector is shown to the external useras the current status of the sensors. Future extensions to this prototype wouldinclude a graphical interface which indicates the status of the sensors with di�er-ent colours depending on the states, e.g., normal, warning, or faulty. Finally, thefile:stp is provided on request for debugging purposes, including partial resultsof the validation process.



CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 885.3 Testing the Validation ModelThis section presents the empirical evaluation of the algorithm presented inChapter 3 by applying it to the application domain described above and by usingthe test environment just explained. First, section 5.3.1 classi�es the kind of er-rors that can occur when using the system. Then, it describes the experimentalmethod utilized in the evaluation. Second, section 5.3.2 presents the results ofevaluating the accuracy of the model and the e�ect of the criteria for detectingfaulty sensors. This is done by evaluating the probabilistic phase of the system,i.e., the accuracy of the system for detecting faults. Then, section 5.3.3 presentsthe results of evaluating the two phases of the model: the detection and isolationof real faults.5.3.1 Experimental methodThe test environment receives as its input, a data set from the process. Then, theo� line module partitions the data set in two subsets: one partition for trainingthe network, and the other partition for testing. The training/testing partitionused was 70-30 % of the original data set, i.e., 610 instances for training themodel (calculating the prior and conditional probabilities), and 260 instances fortesting.Theoretically, the system should always detect and isolate single faults cor-rectly. However, as mentioned earlier, in reality, some errors may occur since inpractice it is unlikely that the dependency model will be perfect. Consequently,two types of errors could occur: a correct reading might be considered faulty, anda real fault might not be detected. These two possible errors are called type Iand type II errors in the literature, and de�ned as follows [Cohen 1995]:type I: rejection of the null hypothesis when it is true, and



CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 89type II: acceptance of the null hypothesis when it is actually false.The null hypothesis used (de�ned in Chapter 3) refers to the hypothesis that asensor is working properly. Thus, in other words, type I errors occur when acorrect sensor is reported as faulty while type II errors occur when faulty sensorsare not detected. Table 5.2 presents the four possible cases.Table 5.2: Di�erent cases of the status of the hypothesis and decision taken.Choice hypothesis true hypothesis falseacceptance correct type II errorrejection type I error correctAs described in the introduction of this chapter, the criteria for deciding if areading is faulty or not can result in a trade o� between these two types of errors.At the end of Chapter 3, the following two criteria were mentioned:1. Calculate the distance of the real value from the expected value, and mapit to faulty if it is beyond a speci�ed threshold and to correct if it is lessthan a speci�ed threshold.2. Assume that the sensor is working properly and establish a con�dence levelat which this hypothesis can be rejected, in which case it can be consideredfaulty. This con�dence level is known as the p value.The accuracy of the model, i.e., the proportion of type I and II errors, is evaluatedby varying the possible thresholds for each of these criteria.A testing session includes the following steps:1. Obtain a random partition of the data set.2. Run the o� line module.3. Run the scheduler module.



CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 904. Run the in line module utilizing the instantiation data set. This test cor-responds to a simulation with no errors.5. Modify the instantiation data set to insert a single failure in one sensor, inevery one of the 260 lines of the �le.6. Run the in line module again.7. Compare the results obtained with the expected results, and generate aresults table.Step 5 introduces the simulated failures and requires further explanation. Asingle line of the testing �le includes the readings of all the sensors considered.In every line, one sensor is modi�ed in order to represent an erroneous reading.The �rst line modi�es the �rst sensor. The second modi�es the second, and soon, until all the sensors have been modi�ed. This operation is repeated, until allthe lines, starting with the �rst sensor, have been edited. Two di�erent faultswere simulated:Severe. The value modi�ed is the most distant extreme value, i.e., if (maximumvalue - real value) is greater than (real value - minimumvalue) then the realvalue is substituted by the maximumvalue, and by the minimum otherwise.Mild. The real value is replaced by one which di�ers by 25 %.This test procedure was used to evaluate:� the accuracy of the validation phase, and� the accuracy of the isolation phase.The validation phase is an intermediate phase of the model that determines if asensor is potentially faulty. It is therefore important to test its accuracy as wellas the accuracy of the isolation phase. The following two subsections present theresults of these two evaluations.



CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 915.3.2 Accuracy of the probabilistic validation phaseTo evaluate the accuracy of the validation phase, two experiments were carriedout. First, a process with no faulty sensors was simulated and the number offaulty sensors incorrectly found (i.e., type I errors) was determined. Second,single failures were simulated as described in the test procedure in section 5.3.1,and the number of type I and II errors determined.First experiment: no faulty sensorsThe �rst of these experiments was carried out as follows. A single run consistsof: 260 instances � 21 sensors = 5,460 single validations.This was repeated 25 times, with random partitions of the data set with 70 %for training and 30 % for testing. Table 5.3 presents the average of the 25 runsfor each criterion utilizing the testing data set without failures. For example, theTable 5.3: Results of the experimentswithout simulating failures: average numberof type I errors and the percentage that they represent.Criteria 2� 2:5� 3� p = 0:05 p = 0:01TYPE I 51:2 � 12:4 13:4 � 8:1 7:7� 6:0 64:4 � 11:2 21:1 � 9:20.93 % 0.24 % 0.14 % 1.17 % 0.38 %�rst column reports that when the �� 2� criterion is used, 51.2 out of the 5,430validations were incorrect on average. For instance, the � � 2� criterion statesthat the model has a type I of 0.93 %, when all the sensors are working properly.Second experiment: when failures are simulatedThe second experiment was carried out as follows. A single fault was inserted ineach one of the 260 instances as described in section 5.3.1. One set of experiments



CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 92was made with severe faults, and then repeated with a mild faults. For each singlefailure, and according to the theory previously presented in Chapter 3, severalapparent failures are detected depending on the size of the extended Markovblanket. The sum of all the sizes of all the sensors's EMB is 61, i.e., the numberof apparent faults that would ideally be detected in a validation cycle of all the21 sensors. If 260 failures were simulated, then every one of the 21 sensors wassimulated as faulty at least 12 times (12.6 times). In total, in every run of thesystem, a total of 769 apparent faults must be detected. Table 5.4 presents theaverage of the results for 25 runs with a 70/30 training/testing split for both mildand severe faults. The �rst column indicates that, from the 769 errors that theTable 5.4: Results of the experiments simulating a single failure: average numberof type I and type II errors and the percentages that they represent.Criteria 2� 2:5� 3� p = 0:05 p = 0:01Severe faultTYPE I 45:4 � 11:1 11:6 � 7:1 6:4 � 4:8 50:8 � 9:7 15:5� 7:35.9 % 1.51 % 0.83 % 6.61 % 2.0 %TYPE II 8:1� 2:2 10:1 � 2:3 11:7 � 3:1 5:1� 2:1 5:2� 2:31.06 % 1.32 % 1.52 % 0.66 % 0.68 %Mild faultTYPE I 45:4 � 11:1 11:6 � 7:1 6:4 � 4:8 50:8 � 9:7 15:5� 7:35.9 % 1.51 % 0.83 % 6.61 % 2.0 %TYPE II 45:6� 6:2 57:6 � 5:5 77:6 � 5:7 22:5 � 4:0 19:8� 4:25.92 % 7.49 % 10.1 % 2.9 % 2.57 %experiments should �nd, 45.4 false errors (type I) and 8.1 undetected errors (typeII) resulted, on average for severe errors. Also, 45.4 type I and 45.6 type II errorswere found for mild faults. Figure 5.4 presents this information of severe faultsof Table 5.4 graphically.When examining the results for type I errors, both Tables 5.3 and 5.4 con�rmthat as the threshold for accepting normal behaviour increases, the number oftype I error reduces. This is not too surprising. However, more signi�cantly,



CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 9366.03.0 2� 2:5� 3� p = 0:05 p = 0:01Type I Type II% error
Figure 5.4: Graphical comparison of the results of the di�erent criteria for severefaults.increasing the threshold for normal behaviour does not result in a signi�cantincrement in the number of type II errors. For example, notice that when movingfrom p = 0:05 to the p = 0:01, the incidence of type I errors decreases signi�cantlybut type II errors remain very similar. The same situation holds for the 2� to the3� criteria. Thus, choosing a criterion with a better type I error performance,does not sacri�ce type II performance in these experiments.Table 5.5 presents a global error rate for all the criteria analyzed, and for bothintensities of errors. These numbers are obtained by taking the average of thetwo types and two intensities errors.Table 5.5: Global performance measure of the �rst phase of the prototype2� 2:5� 3� p = 0:05 p = 0:014.7 % 2.9 % 3.3 % 4.2 % 1.8 %In general, the trade o� between type I and II errors can be considered ap-plication dependent, i.e., some applications will want to avoid type I errors at allcosts, whereas others may want to detect all real faults even if they obtain manyfalse alarms. For example, for equipment in an intensive care unit of a hospital,it is important to warn the nurses about failures in the sensors even if there are



CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 94some false alarms. In contrast, if a chemical process can not proceed in the pres-ence of a failure, the validation needs to be very strict in the alarms that it issuessince frequent shut downs would be expensive. Additionally, an application mayalso consider di�erently the kind of faults that are important, i.e., severe or mild.For example, for soft and slow failures, the system may require stricter criteriain order to detect small deviations from the normal trend of a signal.5.3.3 Accuracy of the fault isolation phaseThe results presented in this subsection correspond to the evaluation of the valida-tion and isolation phases. That is, the results correspond to the output producedby the probabilistic causal model described in Chapter 4. The propagation ofprobabilities in this model produces a probability close to one for those sensorswhose extended Markov blanket is contained in the potential faulty list. Also, itproduces probabilities close to zero for those sensors whose EMB's are not in thepotentially faulty list.Since the results obtained in this phase are probabilities, a mapping of therange of values between 0 and 1, to fcorrect,faultyg is required. The criterionfor this mapping is presented in Fig. 5.5. The parameter Hmin represents the0HminLmax1Probability -6 FAULTCORRECTFigure 5.5: Final criteria to declare correct and faulty sensors.minimum value for a high probability to be considered as a fault, while Lmax



CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 95represents the maximum value for a low probability to be considered as cor-rect. These parameters were necessary for obtaining the numbers presented inTable 5.6. That is, type I errors were those whose value of probability was greaterthat Hmin, while type II errors were the ones with lower values than Lmax. Thevalues in the zone in between do not produce errors. These values can be applic-ation dependent and can be �xed through empirical evaluation. In this thesis,Hmin was �xed at 0.75 while Lmax was �xed at 0.25. Notice that, in practice,only the value corresponding to Hmin is required to consider a fault detectedand isolated.Table 5.6 presents the �nal evaluation of the prototype with the percentage oftype I and II errors for severe errors. Lack of time has meant the results for milderrors are left for future experiments. However, given the results in Table 5.4,the errors for mild faults can be expected to have a similar pattern.Table 5.6: Final evaluation: number of errors and their percentage for severefaults. 2� 2:5� 3� p = 0:05 p = 0:01type I 45:0 � 11 12:5� 7:1 7:7 � 5:0 37:8� 8:2 7:7 � 5:617.3 % 4.8 % 2.9 % 14.5 % 2.9 %type II 1:3� 1:2 2:5� 1:8 2:4 � 1:8 1:9� 1:4 1:2 � 1:10.5 % 0.1 % 0.9 % 0.7 % 0.4 %Type I errors imply that most of the sensors in a EMB present apparenttype I errors. This is more common as it can be seen in Table 5.6. That is,there are cases where the existence of an invalid apparent fault, together withthe valid ones, completes the EMB of a misdiagnosed sensor. Hence, a type Ierror is produced. On the contrary, type II errors are detected at this stage whenmost of the sensors of a EMB present misdiagnosed apparent faults. This is veryimprobable as the results of Table 5.6 con�rms. The percentages are obtainedcomparing the average number of errors, with the total number of experiments.



CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 96In this case, the total number is 260, i.e., the number of di�erent cycles where asingle fault was simulated.Before �nishing this section, it is worth noting that the experiments werecarried out by simulating single failures only. The theory presented in Chapter 3shows that multiple failures can be distinguished, except in the cases explicitlymentioned in the theory. These cases were not considered in the results presentedin Table 5.6 (they were not considered type I errors). Hence, although lack oftime has prevented it here, an empirical evaluation of the behaviour of the sensorvalidation model with respect to multiple failures could be carried out in thefuture. The next section presents the results of the experiments when time isconsidered, i.e., the performance pro�le of the any time validation algorithm.5.4 Any Time ValidationChapter 4 developed an any time sensor validation algorithm that utilizes an en-tropy function as a criterion for selecting the next sensor to validate. This entropyfunction calculates the amount of information that any single validation providesfor diagnosing all the sensors. Hence, to evaluate this criterion, this section com-pares the performance pro�le of the any time sensor validation algorithm as afunction of time when the entropy based measure is used, and when a randomselection scheme is used.Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the quality response obtained as a function of thenumber of validation steps for two sensors, CH2 and CH6. The entropy graphrepresents the resultant quality with the entropy based scheme. The randomgraph represents the experiment with a random selection scheme.As these �gures show the pro�le, in individual cases will, of course, vary. InFig. 5.6, the entropy based selection scheme takes around 3 steps before its qualityexceeds 80 % while the random criterion takes 8 steps. In Fig. 5.7, the quality
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CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 98of the entropy based scheme takes 15 steps before its quality exceeds 80 % whilethe random scheme takes almost the 21 steps.In these cases, this behaviour occurs since CH2 has only one other sensorthat inuences its diagnosis, and this is selected quite early. In the case of CH6,both criteria take longer to select all the sensors that inuence the diagnosis ofCH6.Figure 5.8 shows the resultant performance pro�le of the any time sensorvalidation algorithm. That is, the quality of the response as a function of time.
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CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 99quantitative.Alternatively, the results can also be evaluated by comparing the time requiredto reach di�erent levels of quality. For example in Fig. 5.8, when the randomcriterion reaches 60 % of quality, the entropy criterion has already reached morethan 80 %.5.5 SummaryThis chapter presented the empirical evaluation of the theory and algorithm de-veloped in this thesis. This evaluation was carried out on a problem whosedependency model was not necessarily perfect. First, the origin of the data wasdescribed, and how this data was utilized to obtain the probabilistic model. No-tice that a tree was utilized here for simplicity. That is, in this application,the results show that the precision that a tree provides is good enough. Otherapplications may need more complex models. The testing environment was alsodescribed in section 5.2. Experiments were carried out to evaluate: (i) the valida-tion phase alone, (ii) the validation and isolation phases, and (iii) the performanceof the any time algorithm.The results for the accuracy of the model were reported in terms of the typeI and type II errors and with respect to detecting severe and mild faults. Theresults showed, that for this particular test application, more stringent criteriafor detecting failures reduced type I errors but did not signi�cantly increase typeII errors.The results of the evaluation of the validation and isolation phases togetherare shown in Table 5.6. Again, with a p value of 0.01, there are 2.9 % of typeI errors, and 0.4 % type II errors. Notice that, in general, the sensor validationalgorithm performs almost perfectly with respect to undetected faulty sensors,i.e., all the faults are detected. At the same time, the rate of incorrect detection



CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 100faults is satisfactory for most of the criteria analyzed.This chapter also evaluates the any time behaviour of the algorithm presen-ted in Chapter 4. That was done by carrying out experiments to obtain theperformance pro�le of the entropy based selection scheme and comparing it witha random selection scheme.Of course, the pro�les will di�er in other applications and the extent to whichit a�ects an application will depend on the particular requirements.



Chapter 6RELATED WORKThe thesis has developed a sensor validation algorithm that was evaluated, andthe results presented in the previous chapter. This chapter places this workin the context of other related research. First, in section 6.1, the traditionalapproaches of physical and analytical redundancy for dealing with the sensorvalidation problem are reviewed. Their limitations are outlined and provide somemotivation for the use of arti�cial intelligence techniques. Second, section 6.2describes some approaches to sensor validation that use AI techniques in di�erentapplication domains. Next, section 6.3 comments on related projects that havea wider objective. These are projects for intelligent monitoring and diagnosis ingas turbines. Finally, section 6.4 directs the reader to related research on anytime algorithms and Bayesian networks.6.1 Traditional Approaches for Sensor Valida-tionThe validation of sensors has been a concern ever since automatic control hasbeen implemented in plants. Since then, several approaches have been proposed101



CHAPTER 6. RELATED WORK 102including [Willsky 1976], [Fox et al. 1983], [Bacchus et al. 1995], and [Brooks &Iyengar 1996]. The survey papers by [Basseville 1988], [Yung & Clarke 1989],and [Frank 1990] give an overview of the main approaches and provide furtherreferences.The most traditional method for sensor validation has been to use physicalredundancy, i.e., the inclusion of several instruments that measure the same para-meter of the process. Thus, the validation comes from simple majority votinglogic. However, this approach is prohibitive for many chemical plants where, forexample, adding more sensors might weaken the walls of the pressure vessels.In addition, further techniques for fusing of information between the sensors isrequired.Another technique, used in the last two decades, is based on the use of analyt-ical rather than physical redundancy. This technique is inspired by the inherentredundancy contained in the static and dynamic relationships among the systeminputs and measured outputs. Speci�cally, the analytical redundancy approachis based on the fact that the existing redundancy leads to relationships that cansimply be evaluated by information processing under fault free conditions, in thecontrol room. The idea is that faults of a dynamic system are reected in thephysical parameters as, for example, friction, mass, viscosity, etc. These para-meters are modelled with di�erential equations, and state estimation techniquesused to predict the physical parameters. The deviations from the nominal valuesare computed to obtain the residuals, and the faults detected if the residuals arenot zero. Of course, more than one relationship may be violated in which case amodel to diagnose the faults is required.The analytical redundancy technique has been widely used for fault diagnosisin complete dynamic systems. However, there are several problems in using thisapproach including [Frank 1990]:



CHAPTER 6. RELATED WORK 103� The relationships between the process variables needs to be identi�ed, andrepresented with di�erential equations. This can be di�cult, and sometimesimpossible.� The approach is very sensitive to modelling errors. That is, the e�ects ofmodelling errors obscures the e�ects of faults and is therefore a source offalse alarms.� It requires the development of a domain dependent fault diagnosis process.These problems have encouraged the development of alternative approachesto sensor validation. In particular, several researchers have applied AI techniquesin an attempt to solve the sensor validation problem.6.2 Knowledge Based Approaches for Sensor Val-idationThis section reviews some of the approaches for sensor validation that have util-ized knowledge based techniques. There are several studies that have aimed toadopt knowledge based techniques for sensor validation (e.g. [Dean & Wellman1991], [Bacchus et al. 1995], [Brooks & Iyengar 1996]). The systems described inthis section were selected to be representative of a wide range of approaches andmore recent systems were preferred to other systems. The systems selected are:� Sensor validation in space rockets [Bickmore 1993]. This was selected be-cause it utilizes a combination of traditional and knowledge based tech-niques to perform real time sensor validation.� Sensor validation using neural networks [Khadem et al. 1992]. This wasselected since it uses the di�erent technology of neural networks.



CHAPTER 6. RELATED WORK 104� Self validation of sensors (SEVA) [Henry 1995]. This was selected primarilybecause it takes a di�erent approach from this thesis and the above ap-proaches in that it proposes self diagnosing sensors. Its inclusion thereforeprovides greater contrast and wider context.In order to make it easier to contrast and compare the di�erent approaches,the review is structured with respect to the following characteristics:� model utilized,� detection of faults,� fault isolation,� response time, and� application domain.Sensor validation in space rocketsThis project was developed by the NASA Lewis Research Center for detectingsensor failures on liquid rocket engines [Bickmore 1993]. The approach has beentested in the laboratory and will be installed in the main engine of the SpaceShuttle.Model utilized. Previous studies carried out by Bickmore (1993) indicatedthat no single algorithmic method is enough for the validation of sensors. Heconcluded that several methods should be used and the results integrated orfused into a �nal conclusion. For this reason, the project utilized two di�erentmodels: analytical redundancy and Bayesian networks. Figure 6.1 shows a linearequation of the simplest form of the empirical relations used in this project.The relations are integrated in a Bayesian network as shown in Fig. 6.2. Thereis one node for every sensor and the other nodes represent relations that hold
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Y=aX+bX YFigure 6.1: Example of a simple empirical relation.between pairs of sensors.
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(holds or not)

R1
(holds or not)

R2
(holds or not)

R3
(holds or not)Figure 6.2: Bayesian network including the analytical redundancy relations.All the nodes are binary, i.e., they can have only two values: node sensors canbe valid or invalid, while the relation nodes hold or do not hold. For example, afailure in sensor S1 would inuence the expected probability distribution of thestatus of relation R1.Fault detection. The basic method for detecting faults is the estimationof a value using the relations of the analytical model. The di�erence between avalue predicted and the directly sensed value is called a residual. A validationcycle is carried out by sampling the values of all the sensors and determining ifeach of the relations hold or not by thresholding the residuals (for example bythree standard deviations).Fault isolation. Once the residuals of all relations have been calculated,the Bayesian network is instantiated. Then, a probability propagation algorithmis utilized to evaluate the probability of each sensor being correct based on the



CHAPTER 6. RELATED WORK 106status of the relations in the network. For example, from Fig 6.2,P (S1 j R1; R2; R4) = P (S1; R1; R2; R4)P (R1; R2; R4) :The prior probability of the root nodes (the sensor's status) is de�ned using themean time between failures (MTBF) parameter given by the sensor manufacturer.Response time. The sensor validation process in this application is in realtime, i.e., the status of all the sensors is given faster than the sampling ratio.This is achieved through a pre compilation of the probabilities that participate inthe propagation. For example, the probability of a binary relation holding giventhat one of the sensors has failed is given by the formula2� 3� standard deviationrange of the sensor :Application domain. As mentioned before, the purpose of this projectis the validation of sensors on the space shuttle's main engine. The goal is toprevent the controller, or safety system from making critical decisions, such asthe decision to shut an engine down, on the basis of data from faulty sensors.Discussion. The approach presented in the report by Bickmore (1993) hassome characteristics in common with the one developed in this thesis. Bothutilize Bayesian networks and both are based on relationships between sensors.However, the nature of the relationships is quite di�erent. In Bickmore's ap-proach, the relationships are viewed as invariants that must hold between twosensors if the sensors are working properly. In the approach in this thesis, therelationships between sensors are de�ned by dependency relationships which neednot be binary. The way these relationships are obtained is also quite di�erent.The NASA approach uses experts' knowledge and empirical experimentation forobtaining the binary relationships, while this thesis utilizes a learning algorithmthat provides the dependency relations between all the sensors in the process.



CHAPTER 6. RELATED WORK 107Sensor validation using neural networksThe nuclear industry has been very active in the development of techniques forsensor validation [Upadhyaya & Eryurek 1992]. The work by Khadem et al.(1992) utilized neural networks and was installed in a nuclear power plant in theU.S.A.Model utilized. This project utilized arti�cial neural networks to detectfaults in two sensors' readings. The network consists of seven input nodes, onehidden layer with four nodes, and two output nodes. The output of the networkrepresents the sensors that are being validated and the inputs correspond torelated variables. In order to decide which variables are the most related, thisproject utilizes di�erential equations that describe the dynamics of the system.With these equations, a linear approximation of the system was obtained toestablish the degree to which a set of variables are related to the target sensors.A back propagation algorithm is used to learn the relationships between the inputvariables and the sensor readings represented in the output layer.Fault detection. The network is trained utilizing valid data from the process.After the training process, new information is entered to the network inputs andpropagated to the output nodes to estimate the expected values of the sensors.The real and the estimated values are compared and, if the di�erence is greaterthan a speci�c threshold, a fault is identi�ed. The paper mentioned error ratesbelow 2 % in both outputs.Fault isolation. The technique proposed in this work was applied to just twosensors of a subsystem of a nuclear power plant, so fault isolation was not con-sidered. Additionally, the related sensors used as inputs are implicitly consideredas always correct.Response time. The use of neural networks require a training period butthis is done o� line. The application of this technique in line is almost immediate,



CHAPTER 6. RELATED WORK 108with the advantage that it can be processed in parallel for more speed.Application domain. This project was applied to the feed water ow metersin two feed water ow loops of a nuclear power plant. The training data wasobtained from a plant simulator in the steady state of the plant at three di�erentpower levels.Discussion. Arti�cial neural networks have proved to be an appropriatemechanism for the validation of a small set of sensors. The use of neural networkso�ers an interesting way of predicting the expected value of a sensor that appearsto work in this application. However, when multiple sensors are involved, thereappears no obvious method for isolating faults. Further, the assumption that theinput nodes represent correct sensors is at odds with the overall aim of sensorvalidation. In contrast, in this thesis, the relationships between sensors havebeen used to isolate the faults. The use of neural networks for sensor validationis nevertheless worth considering if it is possible to develop additional neuralnetworks to perform fault isolation.Self validating sensorsThe SEVA (SEnsor VAlidation) project is a collaboration between Oxford Uni-versity, Foxboro GB Ltd and ICI, which began in 1989. It is a collaborationbetween academia, sensor manufacturers and sensor users [Henry & Clarke 1993].This project addresses the sensor validation problem from the perspective of tech-nological advances in two �elds: the construction of the sensor itself, and the com-munication media between the sensor and the control room. Both �elds utilizedigital technology based on microprocessors.Model utilized. This project takes the validation of a sensor to inside thesensor. Figure 6.3 [Henry 1995] presents their approach, namely, the constructionof a sensor (for one or several measurements) that can communicate with the



CHAPTER 6. RELATED WORK 109control room through a digital communication channel called a Fieldbus.'
&

$
%The selfvalidatingsensor ---validated measurement valuevalidated uncertaintymeasurement value statusFigure 6.3: Parameters issued by the self validating sensor.A sensor provides the following information via the �eldbus:VU: validated uncertainty. This is a measure used to quantify the error whentracing the calibration of an individual instrument. It is a concept1 appliedin numerous international standard documents, e.g., [ANSI 1985].VMV: validated measurement value. This signal is used to provide the bestestimate of the measurement signal. Under normal conditions, it is thetransducer measurement with some possible enhancements like expresseddirectly in engineering units. Under minor faults, a correction can be ap-plied using the techniques available in the sensor. If a severe fault is de-tected, this signal provides an estimate based on historical data and theknowledge embedded in a sensor's hardware.MVS: measurement value status. This signal indicates the detected statusof the measurement. Even if the VMV provides a good estimate, the MVSreports that it is only an estimate, or it indicates that the signal is validated1Do not confuse this engineering term with the AI concept of uncertainty.



CHAPTER 6. RELATED WORK 110and free of errors. It has four status values: no fault, mild fault, severe faultand severe temporal fault.These three signals indicate the detection of a fault, and the severity of it, so thecontrol system may take a corrective action.Fault detection. Faults are detected with self diagnosis routines that arecarried out within the sensor. These multi signal sensors utilize additional sig-nals other than process measurements. For example, information provided bythe manufacturer (e.g., physical and electric properties, spectral analysis of thesignals, etc.) is included in the sensor and is used to monitor the health of thedevice. This knowledge can be used to estimate the value that a signal mayhave in the presence of a fault. In general, as Henry (1995) mentioned, the de-tection method in every sensor depends on the characteristics of the sensor andon the application that it is designed for. There can be analytical redundan-cies and/or knowledge based techniques involved. Notice that these techniquesare used within the sensor, in the microprocessor, and utilize a small numberof signals and parameters for the detection of faults between a small number ofmeasurements.Fault isolation. Since each sensor looks after itself, the problem of faultisolation does not occur.Response time. Since the validation is carried out inside the sensors usingmicroprocessors and digital electronic devices, response time is very quick.Application domain. These types of sensors have a wide range of potentialapplications, specially in the chemical industry. However, they are still underdevelopment and have yet to be validated.Discussion. This approach is very di�erent from the other approaches. Inconcentrating on the self validation of sensors, information from other sensorsis not utilized nor needed. The problem of fault isolation does not occur. The



CHAPTER 6. RELATED WORK 111problem of deciding if the sensor is faulty using its own knowledge is based onanalytical redundancy. The main disadvantage of this approach is that the sensoritself becomes more complex, and presumably more expensive to manufacturer.Further, even if this approach is validated, traditional sensors will still be inoperation for many years.6.3 Intelligent DiagnosisThis section briey describes two projects that apply arti�cial intelligence tech-niques for the diagnosis of gas turbines. Their focus is on the diagnosis of theperformance of a turbine where the validation of sensors is not the main focus.They are described here since they can be considered as the higher layers de-scribed in Chapter 1 and therefore provide better context for the work carriedout in this thesis.Diagnosis of thermal performanceThis project was developed for diagnosis of gas turbines for an auxiliary powerunit of a commercial aircraft [Breese et al. 1992]. The aim of this project wasto model the whole process by using a Bayesian network that includes sensorvalidation as well as the fault diagnosis process. A Bayesian network was used torepresent the model of the whole process and contained small sections devoted tothe validation of sensors. Thus, the kind of models �rst described in Chapter 1and shown in Fig. 6.4 (Fig. 3.3) can be found as part of the whole model. The�gure shows three cases. In (a), they utilise directly the value Vm as the uniquesource of information. In (b), they use a simpli�ed model where Vs and S causeVm. Finally, in Fig. 6.4(c) they use a sensor state S that must obtain its value(fcorrect, falseg) from another source (human or computerised).



CHAPTER 6. RELATED WORK 112����Vm�� ��overall model ����S ����Vm ����Vs ����S����Vm(a) (b) (c)?? AAAAU �����Figure 6.4: Three di�erent uses of sensor related nodes in a overall process model.Summarizing, this project requires the validation of only a subset of thesensors in the gas turbine. In other cases, they make an implicit assumptionthat the signals utilized in other aspects of the diagnosis model, are correct. Forexample, in the Fig. 6.4(a) the value of the variable is considered correct, whilein (b) the status S of the sensor is supposed to be available. Thus, this approachcan be viewed as one of the higher layers of the proposed model in Chapter 1,where the validation of all the sensors is not the main concern.The TIGER projectTIGER is a knowledge based gas turbine condition monitoring system [Milne &Nicol 1996]. Its goal is to monitor the turbine on a regular basis in order toestablish when maintenance actions need to be performed. It has been in use atExxon Chemicals Ltd. in Scotland. TIGER consists of three systems that runindependently and which are coordinated by a fault manager. These systems are:� KHEOPS: This is a high speed rule based system utilized for limit checkingand other related functions. For example, checking for di�erent limits ondi�erent operating regimes of the turbine.� IxTeT: This monitors the dynamic reaction of the gas turbine. It is basicallya language to specify sequences of events that can encode causal relations



CHAPTER 6. RELATED WORK 113between the elements of the process. It is also an interpreter that can tracethe operations of the turbine in order to detect deviations.� CA-EN: This is a model based supervision system. It is based on two levelsof knowledge representation mechanisms: (i) analytical, which representsdi�erential equations, and (ii) causal graphs, which represent the ow ofevents caused by a perturbation.The TIGER system covers the most common and expected faults in the followingareas:� fuel system and fuel valves,� combustion problems,� compressor and turbines,� second stage nozzles,� inlet guide vanes,� steam injection and helper turbine.Summarizing, the TIGER system is a complete monitoring system alreadyinstalled in a plant. It utilizes several knowledge representation mechanisms aswell as di�erent reasoning methods (e.g., rule based, model based, analyticalbased). It assumes that the information provided by the sensors is accurate,unless an abnormal situation is found. That is, TIGER �rst looks for faults inthe process and then, it may deduce that the fault is in a sensor.6.4 Any Time Algorithms and Bayesian modelsThis thesis has developed a sensor validation algorithm utilizing Bayesian modelsand which has an any time behaviour. This section therefore gives an indication



CHAPTER 6. RELATED WORK 114of related work in these areas.The work on any time algorithms was �rst introduced in the studies by Horvitz(1987) and Dean & Boddy (1988) in which they tackled the basic problem ofreturning an answer whose quality improves with time. More recently, Zilberstein[Zilberstein& Russell 1995, Zilberstein 1993, Zilberstein & Russell 1996] describedan approach in which several sequential any timemodules of a system are compiledand a composite quality measure is obtained. In all these studies, the measureof quality is not speci�ed except to state that it can be de�ned in terms of thecertainty, accuracy, and speci�city of the answer. In this thesis, this measurehad to be de�ned and a measure that combines both certainty and speci�citywas used. Such a combined measure may have wider applications to other anytime algorithms. In particular, it may be easier to visualize and optimize theperformance of an any time algorithm with this information theoretic compositemeasure than with the three separate measures.Another important area of research on any time algorithms is work on in-telligent planning [Boddy & Dean 1994]. They addressed the problem faced bycomplex intelligent systems in which the time spent in decision making a�ectsthe quality of the responses generated by the system. Their approach is calleddeliberation scheduling in which the intelligent system is capable of taking its owncomputational resources into consideration during planning and problem solving.Also, research has been conducted in time dependent utility, as in time criticalcontexts, where the utility of the system's outcomes diminish signi�cantly withdelays in taking appropriate action [Horvitz & Rutledge 1991], [D'Ambrosio 1992],[Horvitz & Barry 1995].Given a sensor validation algorithm like the one developed in this thesis, theabove work can be utilized to develop the higher layers of a process model.Any time algorithms have also been used in probabilistic reasoning. The idea



CHAPTER 6. RELATED WORK 115is to obtain any time behaviour in the computation for propagating probabilit-ies. One approach is a modi�cation of the original Bayesian network to a formin which propagation can be performed faster. For example, Wellman & Liu(1994) proposed a state space abstraction in which the states of selected nodesare merged. Another example of this network modi�cation is proposed by Jitnah& Nicholson (1997). They eliminate some variables that have less inuence onthe corresponding query node. So, in these approaches, fast results are obtainedand, if more time is available, further modi�cations closer to the original networkare conducted to incrementally increase the precision of the answers.Other approaches for any time probabilistic reasoning consist of bounding theprobability values within certain intervals. This is achieved by taking a subsetof the information needed to specify the complete Bayesian network [Ramoni1995],[D'Ambrosio 1993]. Practical experiments comparing several approaches isreported in the paper by D'Ambrosio & Burgess (1996).



Chapter 7CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORKThe primary objective of this thesis was to develop a theory and an algorithmfor sensor validation that could be used as part of a layered model of a real timeprocess.This chapter summarizes the main contributions of this thesis and futurework. First, section 7.1 describes the key aspects of the developed theory andsensor validation algorithm. Then, it summarizes the results of evaluating thealgorithm, and discusses the relationship with other work. Finally, section 7.2presents the future work.7.1 ConclusionsSensor validation is an important problem whose solution would make a signi�cantcontribution to the use of real time systems where information is obtained viasensors. Since there is uncertainty in the readings obtained from sensors, thisthesis has proposed the use of Bayesian networks as a basis for sensor validation.A Bayesian network is used to model the relationships between the variables in116



CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 117a process. Probabilistic propagation is used to obtain the posterior distributionof a variable given its related variables. If the observed value di�ers from theexpected behaviour, the sensor is considered to be potentially faulty. The isolationof real faults from potential ones is based on a property of a Markov blanket. Theproperty states that if a sensor is faulty, it will produce potential faults in all thesensors in its Markov blanket. The theory developed shows how this property canbe used to isolate single failures from the set of sensors identi�ed as potentiallyfaulty. The theory also shows that multiple failures can be distinguished providedthat the set of potentially faulty sensors can be obtained by forming a uniquecombination of the sensors' extended Markov blankets. When this is not possible,higher layers of a process model are provided with a list of sensors whose extendedMarkov blankets are a subset of the potentially faulty sensors. This list willnormally be smaller than the set of potentially faulty sensors and could be usedby the higher layers to perform diagnosis.The developed theory results in a sensor validation algorithm that operates inbatch mode but which is inappropriate for use in real time processes. Hence, thisthesis developed an any time version of the sensor validation algorithm. The �rstproblem faced was to convert the batch mode operation, where all the sensorswere validated before the results can be presented, to one where the results canbe presented at any time. This was done by adopting a cyclic process whoseoutput is the probability of failure of each sensor. Within each cycle, a sensor isselected, validated, and its e�ect on the probability of failure of all the sensors isrevised. To achieve this, the following problems had to be addressed:� How can the e�ect of a potentially faulty sensor on the other sensors becalculated?� How can the next sensor be selected so as to improve the performance ofthe any time algorithm?



CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 118The e�ect of detecting potentially faulty sensors was modelled by adopting aBayesian network with two layers in which one layer consisted of nodes represent-ing real faults and a second layer which consisted of nodes representing potentialfaults. The dependencies between the real and potential faults, namely that thereal faults result in potential faults, were obtained from the extended Markovblankets of the sensors. Then, when a sensor is detected as faulty, probabilisticpropagation can be used to update the probability of failure of all the sensors.The problem of selecting the next sensor was addressed by noticing that Shan-non's entropy measure could be used to represent the information provided bythe state of the probabilities of failure. The amount of information that wouldbe gained by validating each sensor can be calculated and the sensor which givesthe most information is selected as the next sensor. The amount of informationalso provides a suitable measure for the quality of the answer given by the sensorvalidation algorithm.The theory and the algorithm were evaluated by applying it to the validationof temperature sensors of a gas turbine at the G�omez Palacio power plant inM�exico. The accuracy of the theory and the model was evaluated by carrying outexperiments to determine the number of sensors incorrectly reported as faulty orworking. First, a learning algorithm was used to obtain the dependencies betweenthe variables. Then, in each experiment 70 % of the data was used for trainingthe network and 30 % was used for testing by simulating single faults. Resultswere obtained for the number of incorrect classi�cations both for severe and mildsensor faults. In both cases, the threshold criteria for accepting normal behaviourwas also varied. The main �ndings were as follows.� The model works well for this application. The best results for the faultdetection phase were obtained with a p value criterion of 0.01 in which2 % of the correct sensors, and less than 1 % of the faulty sensors were



CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 119misdiagnosed. The poorest results were obtained when a 2� criterion wasused, in which case, almost 6 % of the correct sensors, and 1 % of the faultsensors were misdiagnosed.� As expected, when the type of faults become less severe, it is harder todetect faulty sensors. However, the results obtained for mild faults are stillreasonably good. Thus, with the p value criterion of 0.01, less than 3 % ofthe faulty sensors were not detected.� As the criteria for accepting normal behaviour becomes less stringent, thenumber of working sensors incorrectly diagnosed as faulty reduces. Thishowever, does not result in an equivalent increase in the number of faultysensors misdiagnosed. For example, with the 2� criterion, 5.9 % of thecorrect sensors, and 1.1 % of the faulty sensors were misdiagnosed. Whenthis criterion is loosened to 3�, 0.8 % of the correct sensors, and 1.5 % ofthe faulty sensors were misdiagnosed.To evaluate the any time version of the algorithm, experiments were carriedout to determine the performance pro�le of the algorithm. The experimentswere run with the entropy based selection scheme and with a random selectionscheme. The results of the experiments were presented as pro�les in which thequality increases with time. The results show that on average, the entropy basedselection scheme performs signi�cantly (16 %) better than the random selectionscheme.The developed algorithm has been compared to several other approaches tosensor validation. The comparison was carried out with respect to the model util-ized, the way faults are detected, the fault isolation scheme used, the responsetime and the domain of application. To achieve fault detection, most of the ap-proaches rely on analytical model of the process. Such models are not easy toobtain and represent. In contrast, the approach developed in this thesis utilizes



CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 120existing work on learning Bayesian models to obtain the relationships between thevariables in the process. The other approaches either ignore or have weak mech-anisms for fault isolation. An exception is the work of Bickmore (1993) in whichfault isolation is achieved by calculating the probability of a faulty sensor giventhe status of relationships that should hold if the sensors are working properly.However, unlike the approach developed in this thesis, the dependencies betweenthe sensors and the relationships are binary. This means that the number of rela-tionships that need to be manually identi�ed increases exponentially. In terms ofthe response time, the reviewed systems all have good real time performance. Forexample, the system developed by Khadem et al. (1992) achieves good perform-ance by utilizing neural networks in which propagation is quick once the networkhas been trained. In this thesis however, the use of Bayesian propagation hasmeant that pre compilation and any time techniques had to be utilized in orderto achieve good performance. In terms of the domain of application of the re-viewed systems, it is interesting to note that sensor validation is being applied toa wide range of domains including space rockets, nuclear power plants, and thechemical industry.The thesis also mentions related work on any time algorithms and Bayesiannetworks. Within the �eld of any time algorithms, separate measures of quality,namely certainty, accuracy and speci�city, have been proposed and used. In thisthesis, an entropy based measure was utilized that combined both the certaintyand speci�city measures, making it easier to present performance pro�les. Thismeasure may have wider application to other any time algorithms. The way thisthesis utilizes research on Bayesian networks is novel. Bayesian networks origin-ated as a way of modelling diagnosis problems in which some of the information isknown and propagation is used to calculate the probabilities of unknown events.In contrast, for the sensor validation model developed in this thesis, the values of



CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 121all the events are known, and the aim is to detect deviations from predicted val-ues. This could have wider applications to problems where information needs tobe validated, for example, to check for consistency or to identify false information.To conclude, the main contributions of this thesis are the development of atheory of sensor validation using Bayesian networks, the development of a sensorvalidation algorithm, and the development of an any time sensor validation al-gorithm. The theory should provide a good basis for further work on sensorvalidation and the any time algorithm could be developed into a system that isof great practical value.7.2 Future WorkThere are a number of possible enhancements to the algorithm and the theory de-veloped in this thesis that could lead to further research. This section summarizessome of these problems and gives preliminary directions for solving them.Failures in the processWhen the operator or the control system receives an alarm, sometimes a questionremains: what is faulty, the sensor or the process? Since a failure in the processmay result in abnormal readings from the sensors, the developed algorithm mayreport a faulty sensor. The use of a higher layer in the diagnostic system mustconsider this situation. By using an appropriate model of the whole process,this higher layer can take the alarm from the sensor validation layer as extrainformation in order to deduce a fault in the process.Multiple indistinguishable failuresChapter 3 discusses the problem of identifying multiple failures. In its presentform, the theory only enables the identi�cation of the real faults when a unique



CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 122combination of the sensor's Markov blankets results in the set of potentiallyfaulty sensors. Extending the theory so that it could go further in isolatingmultiple faults would be interesting. However, the most likely solution is to useadditional domain knowledge about the process. For example, in the validation oftemperature sensors there can be other signals that may con�rm the state of sometemperature sensors. If a blade path temperature sensor reading is low togetherwith a very high temperature in two of the beadings (i.e., undistinguishable doublefault), then consulting the generation sensor and the speed of the turbine maygive more information about the state of these sensors (parameters related toeach of these temperature sensors).One possible solution to the two problems stated above that is worth in-vestigating, is to use probabilistic temporal networks [Nicholson & Brady 1994,Kanazawa 1991, Berzuini 1990, Dean & Kanazawa 1988, Hanks 1988].Ignorance assumptionAt the beginning of this thesis, in Fig. 1.3(c), a basic model of the sensor diagnosiswas given. That is, the state S of a sensor can be inferred with the values of themeasure and the estimated real value. In practice, in Fig. 4.8 shows the model forfault isolation where the roots of that model represent the state of the sensors.The prior probability of these nodes was assumed to be 0.5, representing ignoranceabout the chances of failure of the sensor. That assumption was taken as anapproximation in order to keep the model simple. Some applications may requireand support the inclusion of additional knowledge about the failure behaviourof a speci�c sensor. For example, the manufacturer of the sensors may providesome parameters like the mean time between failures (MTBF). Other importantinformation that can be used include the location of the sensor in the plant, theimportance of the signal in the control of the process, etc.



CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 123Changing models problemThe developed theory and algorithm assumes that the Bayesian network repres-enting the process does not change. In practice, the model may change as theprocess moves into a new phase. For example, the probabilistic model obtainedin Fig. 5.2 is valid only during the start up phase of the turbine. In this phase,the variables measured by the sensors maintain a relationship based on the dy-namics of the process. However, once the generator reaches the required speed,and the generator is synchronised with the transmission network, a steady statephase continues. This steady state phase requires only to maintain the speed andto respond to the load changes. Also, the stopping phase of the plant requires adi�erent model. Thus, di�erent relations hold between the same set of variablesduring the phases of the process. If, as in this application, there are �xed pointsat which these transitions occur, then separate Bayesian networks could be de-veloped and the approach developed in this thesis could be used. However, if thisnot the case, then a more elaborate solution needs to be found.



Appendix APartial ResultsIn order to provide a better understanding of the calculations proposed in Chapter 4,a sample of the results are included.Assume the model presented in Fig 5.2. This appendix presents the results of avalidation cycle when there is a simulated fault in sensor CH6. Each entry in thetable consists of four parts. The �rst part indicates the sensor being validated andits posterior probability distribution. This part shows the probability assigned toall the intervals in which the variable has been discretized. For example:Posteriors(CH4): 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00describes the posterior distribution of sensor CH4 after the propagation. Noticethat the propagation indicates that the real value read by the sensor is not possiblein any interval. So there is de�nitely a fault. The second part shows the real valueread by the sensor and the probability of its interval. For example:P(85.42) = 0.00indicates that sensor CH4 has a value of 85.42 which is not possible in this stageof the process, so a probability of 0.0 is obtained. The third part indicates thecontent of the 21 elements of the probability of failure vector Pf . For example:124



APPENDIX A. PARTIAL RESULTS 125Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.50 [ 1] 0.50 [ 2] 0.50 [ 3] 0.50 [ 4] 0.50 [ 5] 0.50 [ 6] 0.50[ 7] 0.50 [ 8] 0.50 [ 9] 0.50 [10] 0.50 [11] 0.50 [12] 0.50 [13] 0.50[14] 0.50 [15] 0.50 [16] 0.50 [17] 0.50 [18] 0.50 [19] 0.50 [20] 0.50describes the 21 values of the vector. Notice that, since the numbers are indicatedwith only two decimal digits, the probabilities shown seem to be unchanged fromtheir initial value. Finally, the fourth part presents the normalized quality valueobtained in the indicated validation step using equation 4.3. For example:Quality step 0: 0.00On the following page, the �rst entry indicates the validation of CH4. Itindicates that the real value measured by the sensor, and the estimated valuedi�er completely. In comparison, the validation of CH1 (10th entry) produces awider probability distribution.Notice that the validation cycle reports apparent faults in the sensors CH4,CH6, CH5, CA7, AL1, and AL2. These corresponds to the EMB(CH6).The quality function starts with zero and increases after the third step. Thisfunction reaches 75 % after the step 15 when it reaches close to its �nal value.After this step, the validation of the remaining sensors provides no more informa-tion about the state of the system. Now, the vector Pf , is initialized to 0.50 in allits elements. Then, the validation of CH4 in the �rst step makes no signi�cantchange given the inuence of CH4 on the system. Next, the validation of CH6as faulty produces no signi�cant changes in Pf . In the fourth step, after the val-idation of CA4 and AEF as correct, Pf (CH4; CA4; AEF;CA2; CA3; CA5) goesclose to zero, i.e., the system indicates that these sensors are correct. The �nalstate of the Pf vector indicates certain failure in CH6, and some probability offailure in CH5; CA7; AL1 and AL2. That is, a failure in CH6 and in its foursons (see chapter 3).



APPENDIX A. PARTIAL RESULTS 126Posteriors(CH4): 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00P(85.42) = 0.00Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.50 [ 1] 0.50 [ 2] 0.50 [ 3] 0.50 [ 4] 0.50 [ 5] 0.50 [ 6] 0.50[ 7] 0.50 [ 8] 0.50 [ 9] 0.50 [10] 0.50 [11] 0.50 [12] 0.50 [13] 0.50[14] 0.50 [15] 0.50 [16] 0.50 [17] 0.50 [18] 0.50 [19] 0.50 [20] 0.50Quality step 0: 0.00Posteriors(CH6): 0.00 0.48 0.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00P(141.00) = 0.00Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.51 [ 1] 0.50 [ 2] 0.50 [ 3] 0.50 [ 4] 0.51 [ 5] 0.51 [ 6] 0.50[ 7] 0.50 [ 8] 0.50 [ 9] 0.50 [10] 0.50 [11] 0.50 [12] 0.50 [13] 0.51[14] 0.50 [15] 0.50 [16] 0.50 [17] 0.50 [18] 0.50 [19] 0.51 [20] 0.51Quality step 1: 0.00Posteriors(CA4): 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00P(313.76) = 1.00Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.53 [ 1] 0.50 [ 2] 0.50 [ 3] 0.50 [ 4] 0.51 [ 5] 0.51 [ 6] 0.52[ 7] 0.52 [ 8] 0.50 [ 9] 0.50 [10] 0.52 [11] 0.52 [12] 0.50 [13] 0.51[14] 0.50 [15] 0.50 [16] 0.50 [17] 0.50 [18] 0.50 [19] 0.51 [20] 0.51Quality step 2: 0.31Posteriors(AEF): 0.66 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00P(117.05) = 0.66Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.01 [ 1] 0.50 [ 2] 0.50 [ 3] 0.50 [ 4] 0.52 [ 5] 0.52 [ 6] 0.00[ 7] 0.00 [ 8] 0.01 [ 9] 0.50 [10] 0.01 [11] 0.01 [12] 0.50 [13] 0.52



APPENDIX A. PARTIAL RESULTS 127[14] 0.01 [15] 0.50 [16] 0.50 [17] 0.50 [18] 0.50 [19] 0.52 [20] 0.52Quality step 3: 0.40Posteriors(CH3): 0.00 0.00 0.93 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00P(123.37) = 0.93Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.00 [ 1] 0.50 [ 2] 0.01 [ 3] 0.01 [ 4] 0.52 [ 5] 0.52 [ 6] 0.00[ 7] 0.00 [ 8] 0.01 [ 9] 0.50 [10] 0.01 [11] 0.01 [12] 0.50 [13] 0.52[14] 0.01 [15] 0.50 [16] 0.50 [17] 0.50 [18] 0.50 [19] 0.52 [20] 0.52Quality step 4: 0.41Posteriors(CH5): 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00P(77.07) = 0.00Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.00 [ 1] 0.50 [ 2] 0.01 [ 3] 0.01 [ 4] 0.67 [ 5] 0.67 [ 6] 0.00[ 7] 0.00 [ 8] 0.01 [ 9] 0.50 [10] 0.01 [11] 0.01 [12] 0.50 [13] 0.50[14] 0.01 [15] 0.50 [16] 0.50 [17] 0.50 [18] 0.50 [19] 0.50 [20] 0.50Quality step 5: 0.42Posteriors(CA7): 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00P(108.92) = 0.00Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.00 [ 1] 0.50 [ 2] 0.01 [ 3] 0.01 [ 4] 0.80 [ 5] 0.60 [ 6] 0.00[ 7] 0.00 [ 8] 0.01 [ 9] 0.50 [10] 0.01 [11] 0.01 [12] 0.50 [13] 0.60[14] 0.01 [15] 0.50 [16] 0.50 [17] 0.50 [18] 0.50 [19] 0.50 [20] 0.50Quality step 6: 0.43Posteriors(AL1): 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00P(62.64) = 0.00



APPENDIX A. PARTIAL RESULTS 128Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.00 [ 1] 0.50 [ 2] 0.01 [ 3] 0.01 [ 4] 0.89 [ 5] 0.56 [ 6] 0.00[ 7] 0.00 [ 8] 0.01 [ 9] 0.50 [10] 0.01 [11] 0.01 [12] 0.50 [13] 0.56[14] 0.01 [15] 0.50 [16] 0.50 [17] 0.50 [18] 0.50 [19] 0.56 [20] 0.50Quality step 7: 0.43Posteriors(AL2): 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00P(65.20) = 0.00Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.00 [ 1] 0.50 [ 2] 0.01 [ 3] 0.01 [ 4] 0.94 [ 5] 0.53 [ 6] 0.00[ 7] 0.00 [ 8] 0.01 [ 9] 0.50 [10] 0.01 [11] 0.01 [12] 0.50 [13] 0.53[14] 0.01 [15] 0.50 [16] 0.50 [17] 0.50 [18] 0.50 [19] 0.53 [20] 0.53Quality step 8: 0.48Posteriors(CH1): 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.47 0.33 0.20 0.00 0.00P(95.75) = 0.33Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.00 [ 1] 0.01 [ 2] 0.01 [ 3] 0.01 [ 4] 0.94 [ 5] 0.53 [ 6] 0.00[ 7] 0.00 [ 8] 0.01 [ 9] 0.50 [10] 0.01 [11] 0.01 [12] 0.50 [13] 0.53[14] 0.01 [15] 0.50 [16] 0.50 [17] 0.50 [18] 0.50 [19] 0.53 [20] 0.53Quality step 9: 0.52Posteriors(CA6): 0.27 0.40 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00P(281.67) = 0.33Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.00 [ 1] 0.01 [ 2] 0.01 [ 3] 0.01 [ 4] 0.95 [ 5] 0.53 [ 6] 0.00[ 7] 0.00 [ 8] 0.01 [ 9] 0.50 [10] 0.01 [11] 0.01 [12] 0.01 [13] 0.53[14] 0.01 [15] 0.50 [16] 0.50 [17] 0.50 [18] 0.50 [19] 0.53 [20] 0.53Quality step 10: 0.57



APPENDIX A. PARTIAL RESULTS 129Posteriors(AX2): 0.03 0.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00P(27.49) = 0.97Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.00 [ 1] 0.01 [ 2] 0.01 [ 3] 0.01 [ 4] 0.95 [ 5] 0.53 [ 6] 0.00[ 7] 0.00 [ 8] 0.01 [ 9] 0.50 [10] 0.01 [11] 0.01 [12] 0.01 [13] 0.53[14] 0.01 [15] 0.01 [16] 0.50 [17] 0.50 [18] 0.50 [19] 0.53 [20] 0.53Quality step 11: 0.61Posteriors(EM1): 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.74 0.26 0.00P(974.42) = 0.74Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.00 [ 1] 0.01 [ 2] 0.01 [ 3] 0.01 [ 4] 0.96 [ 5] 0.52 [ 6] 0.00[ 7] 0.00 [ 8] 0.01 [ 9] 0.50 [10] 0.01 [11] 0.01 [12] 0.01 [13] 0.52[14] 0.01 [15] 0.01 [16] 0.01 [17] 0.51 [18] 0.51 [19] 0.52 [20] 0.52Quality step 12: 0.66Posteriors(EM2): 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.96 0.04 0.00P(974.42) = 0.96Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.00 [ 1] 0.01 [ 2] 0.01 [ 3] 0.01 [ 4] 0.97 [ 5] 0.52 [ 6] 0.00[ 7] 0.00 [ 8] 0.01 [ 9] 0.50 [10] 0.01 [11] 0.01 [12] 0.01 [13] 0.52[14] 0.01 [15] 0.01 [16] 0.01 [17] 0.01 [18] 0.52 [19] 0.52 [20] 0.52Quality step 13: 0.71Posteriors(EM3): 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.79 0.21 0.00P(994.64) = 0.79Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.00 [ 1] 0.01 [ 2] 0.01 [ 3] 0.01 [ 4] 1.00 [ 5] 0.50 [ 6] 0.00



APPENDIX A. PARTIAL RESULTS 130[ 7] 0.00 [ 8] 0.01 [ 9] 0.50 [10] 0.01 [11] 0.01 [12] 0.01 [13] 0.50[14] 0.01 [15] 0.01 [16] 0.01 [17] 0.01 [18] 0.01 [19] 0.50 [20] 0.50Quality step 14: 0.76Posteriors(CA1): 0.94 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00P(254.42) = 0.94Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.00 [ 1] 0.01 [ 2] 0.01 [ 3] 0.01 [ 4] 1.00 [ 5] 0.50 [ 6] 0.00[ 7] 0.00 [ 8] 0.00 [ 9] 0.01 [10] 0.01 [11] 0.01 [12] 0.01 [13] 0.50[14] 0.01 [15] 0.01 [16] 0.01 [17] 0.01 [18] 0.01 [19] 0.50 [20] 0.50Quality step 15: 0.76Posteriors(AX1): 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00P(23.91) = 1.00Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.00 [ 1] 0.01 [ 2] 0.01 [ 3] 0.01 [ 4] 1.00 [ 5] 0.50 [ 6] 0.00[ 7] 0.00 [ 8] 0.00 [ 9] 0.01 [10] 0.01 [11] 0.01 [12] 0.01 [13] 0.50[14] 0.00 [15] 0.01 [16] 0.01 [17] 0.01 [18] 0.01 [19] 0.50 [20] 0.50Quality step 16: 0.76Posteriors(CA2): 0.99 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00P(253.54) = 0.99Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.00 [ 1] 0.01 [ 2] 0.01 [ 3] 0.01 [ 4] 1.00 [ 5] 0.50 [ 6] 0.00[ 7] 0.00 [ 8] 0.00 [ 9] 0.00 [10] 0.01 [11] 0.01 [12] 0.01 [13] 0.50[14] 0.00 [15] 0.01 [16] 0.01 [17] 0.01 [18] 0.01 [19] 0.50 [20] 0.50Quality step 17: 0.77Posteriors(CA3): 0.13 0.08 0.10 0.15 0.38 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00



APPENDIX A. PARTIAL RESULTS 131P(164.75) = 0.15Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.00 [ 1] 0.01 [ 2] 0.01 [ 3] 0.01 [ 4] 1.00 [ 5] 0.50 [ 6] 0.00[ 7] 0.00 [ 8] 0.00 [ 9] 0.00 [10] 0.00 [11] 0.01 [12] 0.01 [13] 0.50[14] 0.00 [15] 0.01 [16] 0.01 [17] 0.01 [18] 0.01 [19] 0.50 [20] 0.50Quality step 18: 0.77Posteriors(CA5): 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.36 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00P(290.02) = 0.36Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.00 [ 1] 0.01 [ 2] 0.01 [ 3] 0.01 [ 4] 1.00 [ 5] 0.50 [ 6] 0.00[ 7] 0.00 [ 8] 0.00 [ 9] 0.00 [10] 0.00 [11] 0.00 [12] 0.01 [13] 0.50[14] 0.00 [15] 0.01 [16] 0.01 [17] 0.01 [18] 0.01 [19] 0.50 [20] 0.50Quality step 19: 0.78Posteriors(CH2): 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.53 0.47 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00P(124.69) = 0.47Probability of failure vector:[ 0] 0.00 [ 1] 0.01 [ 2] 0.00 [ 3] 0.00 [ 4] 1.00 [ 5] 0.50 [ 6] 0.00[ 7] 0.00 [ 8] 0.00 [ 9] 0.00 [10] 0.00 [11] 0.00 [12] 0.01 [13] 0.50[14] 0.00 [15] 0.01 [16] 0.01 [17] 0.01 [18] 0.01 [19] 0.50 [20] 0.50Quality step 20: 0.78
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